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IMPORTANT

The present study has been conducted on the basis of available information and previous reports,
limited by the available time and budget. Numerical estimates provided herein represent
attempts to satisfy the requirements of the study on the basis of available information and
professional judgement, but in many cases they are subject to uncertainty.

This document is for the private information and benefit of the client for whom it was prepared
and for the particular purpose for which it was developed. The contents of this document are not
to be relied upon or used, in whole or in part, by or for the benefit of others without specific
written authorization from northwest hydraulic consultants ltd.

northwest hydraulic consultants ltd and its respective officers, directors, employees, and
agents assume no responsibility for the reliance upon this document or any of its contents by any
parties other than our client.
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Ex¡curvr Suun¡RRv

The purpose of this study was to express the habitat sensitivity of twenty-one tributaries to
Okanagan Lake, through various indices t};rat are calculated from natural flows, water use, land
use and physiography in their watersheds. The study streams support spawning runs of either
rainbow trotú (Oncorhynhcus mykiss) or Kokanee salmon (Oncorhynhcus nerka).

Re-construction or estimation of the natural hydrologic regime was one of the most important
tasks. The study also calculated potential licensed demands on surface waters, assessed potential
effects of land use on hydrology, described fish periodicity, and provided preliminary
conservation flows. Sensitivity indices calculated from the natural flows, water demands, and

land use were used to rank the tributaries for meeting conservation flows, water withdrawals, low
flows, peak flows, forest harvesting and urbanization. The most sensitive streams included those

that were most affected by human activity and those that, because of their hydrologic regime,
have the least ability to resist human impacts.

All the tributaries, except Prairie Valley Creek and Thompson Brook, have licences for irrigation,
waterworks, domestic, or industrial extractions. In the large and mediums-sized watersheds,

withdrawals are often supported by storage development and the net licensed demand on suÍìmer
and winter low flows is theoretically small. The greatest demands on low flows seem to occur in
small hibutaries, particularly Naramata, Eneas, McDougall and Naswhito Creeks. Large
demands, in excess of storage, also appear on tributaries near Vernon, such as 8.X., Deep and

Vernon Creeks and on Trepanier and Powers Creek near Peachland. Groundwater is extracted

from many aquifers around Okanagan Lake. These extractions may reduce low flows in some

tributaries but the actual effect on surface waters has not been studied.

A number of the tributaries have no stream gauging records or only occasional miscellaneous

measurements. Continuous streamflow measurements to supplement existing progmms,
combined with measurements of storage, diversions and extractions, would assist in
reconstructing natural hydrographs for small tributaries and better defrning conservation flows.

Storage fills during the snowmelt freshet, potentially reducing the magnitude and duration of the

mean annual flood in downstream reaches. The consequences may be less frequent movement of
bed material, aggradation, fining of the bed material, and sedimentation of instream gravel.

Unusually low peak flows, relative to mean annual flow, occur in Peachland, Kelowna, Vemon,
B.X. and Deep Creeks. Trepanier, Lambly and Bellevue Creeks have the greatest mean annual

floods (as a percentage of mean annual flow). Scour of bed mateúa| frequent hansport of bed

material, and charurel erosion are expected. Forest harvesting is thought to play a role in
increasing peak flows in Lambly and Bellevue Creeks.

The lower reaches of several of the tributaries are aggrading. Naramata and particularly Mission
Creek have had gravel removal as part of flood control and channel management. Detailed
studies of the sources of the coarse material and potential source management programs have not
been undertaken. Such programs would greatly assist management of these streams.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Punpos¡ oF THE Sruov

An understanding of natural and regulated hydrology in the tributaries to Okanagan Lake is an

important aspect of fish habitat management planning and our report describes both their natural
regimes as well as the effect of human development on those regimes. Storage and extraction of
surface water for agricultural, municipal or industrial purposes and the effects of urban
development and forest harvesting on floods and low flows are the main hydrologic issues.

The main objective of the study is to express the sensitivity of Kokanee and Rainbow Trout
streams through various indices that are calculated from natural flows, water use, land use and

physiography in their watersheds. The indices are used to rank the streams and the most
sensitive streams include those that are most affected by human activity and those that, because

of their hydrologic regime, have the least ability to resist human impacts.

Re-construction or estimation of the natural hydrologic regime is a key aspect of the study.

However, extensive development of water resources, inter-basin diversions, and extractions that
constitute alarge portion of the annual runoff mean that few streams have natural flows and that
most Water Survey of Canada (WSC) gauging records near the mouths of these streams reflect
only the regulated hydrologic regime. These factors, plus the arid climate and small annual

flows, greatly increase the difficulty of developing accurate estimates of natural flow
characteristics.

1.2 Scop¡ oF THE Sruov

The Okanagan Lake Basin is the area that contributes to, or drains to, Okanagan Lake. The lake

has a total of 46 named tributaries. Our study examines twenty-one of these tributaries that
support spawning runs of either rainbow trolt (Oncorhynhcus mykiss) or Kokanee salmon
(Oncorhynhcus nerkn) (Table 1).

The main task was calculating flow characteristics for the 21 tributaries to Okanagan Lake. The
quality of information varied greatly from stream to stream; horvever, we tried to estimate flow
characteristics in a consistent manner so that the study streams could be compared and ranked.

The estimated flows are not necessarily the best estimate for any individual stream and should
not be used for design of structures or evaluation of projects without further, detailed study of
that particular stream.

Our analysis is based on information obtained from the Water Survey of Canada, the Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks or the Municipalities around Okanagan Lake and discussions with
staff of various provincial and federal government departments and agencies.

Okønøgøn Lake Bøsìn, BC
Hydrology, ll/ater Use and Conseruution Flows Pøge I
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1.3 Pnrvrous Sruorrs

The Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, through the Water Management Branch, has

been very active in the Okanagan Lake Watershed. As part of the Canada-British Columbia
Okanagan Basin Agreement, a number of hydrologic and other studies were carried out,

culminating in the Comprehensive Framework Plan (OBA 1974). The plan provided specific
flow and other recommendations to maintain fish habitat in the main tributaries to Okanagan

Lake. Subsequently, The Okanagan Basin Implementation Agreement (OBIA) followed on from
the Okanagan Basin Agreement.

Hydrology has always been a key issue in the Okanagan Watershed and the Water Management

Branch has undertaken numerous regional and basin studies, primarily to predict runoff in
ungauged watersheds or the flows available for storage or extraction. The earliest regional study
was by Reksten (1973) who related I97l and 1972 Apnl to July unit runoffs to various
physiographic parameters to predict natural flows. Letvak (1980a & b) later summarized a series

of reports and provided equations for estimating natural annual runoff on the east and west sides

of the Okanagan Valley. Detailed reconstruction of natural flow regimes seems to have focused

on Duteau Creeþ which is a tributary to Bessette Creek within the Shuswap watershed. Coulson
(1971) first examined storage requirements on Duteau Creek; in 197 3 , he updated the study to
include additional years of measurements and re-constructed the natural flow regime. Rood
(1989) subsequently updated Coulson's estimate of storage requirements, re-constructed the

natural hydrologic regime, and recommended modifications to reservoir operation to benefit fish
in Duteau Creek.

Most recently, Shepherd and Ptolemy (1999) reviewed the history of water management and

habitat issues in the main tributaries of the Okanagan Watershed and summarized studies of flow
requirements for Kokanee and Rainbow Trout.

1.4 ACTTOwIEDGEMENTS

Mr. Ron Ptolemy of BC Fisheries prepared the sections on Fish Periodicity and Conservation
Flows and reviewed the draft reports. We thank Mr. Brian Symonds, Ms Jane Bender and Mr.
Don McKee of the Water Management Branch in Penticton for their assistance with water
license issues and with providing Watershed Assessment Reports. We also thank Ms Rita
Winkler of the Ministry of Forests in Kamloops, Mr. Des Anderson of the Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks in Kamloops, and Mr. Brian Robertson of the Ministry of
Environment, Lands and Parks in Vernon, for their assistance with existing studies and

Watershed As ses sment Reports.
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2. OKANAGAN LAKE WATERSHED

Climate, in combination with physiography and geology, can be used to define broad regions of
similar hydrologic behaviour. As is discussed in the following sections, the tributaries lie mostly
within one physiographic region, mostly within one ecoregion (Table 2; also Figure 2) and within
the Southern Interior hydrologic region (Coulson and Obedkoff 1998). The ecosections and

physiographic regions correspond fairly well, and the following discussion is based on the

physiographic regions.

2.1 PuvsrocnnpHy AND Ecopnovlltcr

The Okanagan Lake Watershed has an area of 6,090 krn2, a normal annual inflow to Okanagan

Lake of 15.1 m3/s (Coulson and Obedkoff 1998), and lies mostly within the Thompson Plateau

physiographic region. The Penticton Creek watershed extends into the Okanagan Highland
southeast of Okanagan Lake and Deep Creek extends into the Shuswap Highland, northeast of
Okanagan Lake (Holland 1976; Matthews 1986; Table 2). Bedrock varies from the metamorphic
rocks of the Monashee Formation east of OkanaganLake,primarily consisting of gneiss and

qrtartzite, to plutonic rock to the west. Andesite and trachite are exposed near Kelowna,

Westbank and Summerland (Wittneben 1986). Roed (1995) provides a detailed discussion of the

origin of Lake Okanagan and the geologic history near Kelowna.

The Thompson Plateau is a rolling upland of low relief, lying mostly between elevations of 1,200

and 1,500 m (Holland I916). Peaks rise to just over 2,000 m at Tahaetkun Mountain on the west

side of the Lake and at Buck Mountain on the east side, but most are lower, at about 1,800 m.

The Okanagan and Shuswap Highlands are transitional to the Thompson Plateau and the

boundaries between the Highlands and Plateau are arbrtrary @igure 2).

The Plateau is deeply incised by the Okanagan Valley, which is oriented north to south with
Okanagan Lake occupying the main trench at an elevation of about 340 m. A secondary or
parallel trench extends north from Vernon and is occupied by Kalamalka and V/ood Lakes; on

the east side, an old meltwater channel parallels Okanagan Lake from south of Peachland to
Marron Valley (Nasmith 1962). The Okanagan Valley ranges from about 3 to 15 km wide.

Okanagan Lake is the largest lake in the watershed with a surface area of 370 km2 and a length of
about 110 km (Figure 1). Its mean depth is about 70 m and its maximum depth reaches 230 m
(Fulton 1975). Kalamalka and Wood Lakes are the next largest lakes. Numerous small lakes

occur th¡oughout the watershed, nearly all of which are developed for storage for agriculture or
municipal water supply.

The Okanagan watershed is narrow compared to its length and the large tributaries which extend

to elevations of 1,500 m, or so, at the crest of the watershed, drop steeply through nalrow valleys

before they cross their fans and enter Okanagan Lake (Figure 1).

Okanagøn Lake Bøsin, BC
Hydrologt, Vl/ater Use and Conset'vation Flows Pøge 3
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2.2 SuRncrRr- Grolocv

Nasmith (1962) mapped surficial deposits associated with late glacial history in the Okanagan
Valley; Fulton (1975) later mapped the Quaternary geology of the Vernon map sheet in detail (82
L/SW), which covers the northern half of the Okanagan Watershed. Much of the exposed
material was deposited during the last glacial advance of the Pleistocene. Uplands are primarily
covered by discontinuous moraine (tills), with a typical thickness of 3 m. The texture of the till
matrix varies from sandy to clay-rich, depending on the local bedrock geology and surficial
materials overridden by the ice. Tills are thicker, and more continuous, in midlands, reaching an
average maximum thickness of 4.5 m (Fulton 1975). Tills are absent from steep slopes and are

often buried by other deposits in valley bottoms (Fulton I975).

Most surficial deposits at low elevations result from the stagnation and melting of the tongue of
glacier ice in the Okanagan Valley after the uplands had become ice-free (Nasmith 1962).
During deglaciation,watet levels in Okanagan Lake dropped from a maximum of about 550 m to
near present lake levels. Glaciolacustrine sediments deposited marginal to the ice and on the lake
bottom are now exposed in cliffs along the valley bottom, from Penticton to Summerland, near
Kelowna and Vernon, at the north end of Okanagan Lake and along the valley leading to Enderby
(Nasmith 1962; Fulton 1975). Often, the glaciolacustrine deposits are covered by thin layers of
other sediments below elevations of about 500 m.

Many of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake were meltwater channels during deglaciation of the
uplands or while drainage was blocked by ice in the main valley. As a result, they are often
deeply eroded and partly frlled with glaciofluvial deposits. The lower reaches of Deep Creek
flow along a major meltwater channel, as does Coldstream Creek (Fulton 1975). Equesis Creek
Valley is f,illed with glaciofluvial deposits below about 800 m. Less detailed maps are available
for tributaries in the south half of the watershed. but Peachland and Eneas Creeks were meltwater
channels and Trout Creek, downstream of Faulder, flows through glaciofluvial deposits to its
mouth. A prominent channel extends along Darke Creek, past Trout Creek to Marron Valley,
which may divert groundwater from Shingle Creek to lower Trout Creek through the infill
deposits (Nasmith 1962).

During deglaciation, when Okanagan Lake was much higher than at present, fans and deltas
formed well above present levels. These fans were later incised and the eroded material
transported to reconstruct fans at successively lower levels. Mission Creek exhibits a particularly
large series of fan and delta deposits, though raised fans or kame terraces are prominent along the
lower courses of most of the large tributaries (Fulton 1975). The size of recent fans constructed
in Okanagan Lake provides some evidence of coarse sediment transport, most of which occurred
just after deglaciation. Mission Creek has a particularly large fan. The combined fan of Equesis
and Naswhito Creeks is also very large, as is that of Whiteman Creek. Shorts Creek fan is
prominent, as is the recent fan of upper Vernon Creek into Wood Lake. McDougall Creek has a

moderate-sizedfanpartly composed of debris flow deposits (Roed 1995): Powers and Trepanier
Creeks, small ones. Penticton Creek has a large fan; Penticton sits on it.

Okanøgan Lake Bøsin, BC
Hydrologt, ll/ater Use utd Conservøtion Flows Pøge 4
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2.3 Rrcrorun GuuRt

The Thompson Plateau lies in the rainshadow of the Coast and Cascade Mountains and the
Okanagan Watershed has a semi-arid continental climate, characterized by hot, dry summers and

cold winters. Average daily temperature ranges from about 8oC at Vernon at the north end of
Okanagan Lake, to 10oC at Osoyoos, near the US border (Table 3). January is the coldest month
with a normal mean temperature of -3.3oC at Kelowna, near the middle of Okanagan Lake.
Temperatures drop to a minimum of about -25 to -30oC when arctic air intrudes into the valley
(Wittneben 1986; Valentine et al 1978). The Kelowna climate station, at an elevation of 354 m,
records normal average maximum July and August temperature s of 27 .9 and 26.8oC. Extreme
maximums reach 38.9 and 36.loC at this low-elevation station (AES 1985).

Normal annual temperature declines with elevation, and is only 2.8oC at McCulloch at 1,280 m
(Table 3). Average maximum temperatures in July and August (22.I and2l.6"C) at this station
are also considerably lower than at Kelowna.

Normal precipitation at the Kelowna climate station, on the valley bottom, is 332 mm; 97 mm
(29%) falls as snow. Other valley bottom stations (Vernon, Okanagan Centre, Peachland,

Summerland, Penticton A, Osoyoos; see Table 3) record similar annual totals, though there
appears to a trend to lower precipitation in the south compared to the north, leading to lower
annual runoff (see Reksten 1973; Obedkoff 1988). Precipitation is distributed fairly evenly
throughout the year, with a springtime minimum and summer and winter maxima.

May to September precipitation ranges from about 110 to 150 mm along the valley bottom.
Totals are less than evapotranspiration and soil moisture deficits of around 200 to 400 mm are

expected eachyear (Valentine et al 1978). Reksten (1973) notes that suÍrmer circulation is
dominantly westerly and greater rainfall is expected on west-facing slopes than on east-facing
ones. Recorded greatest daily precipitation is typically about 30 to 40 mm, with totals of over 60
mm at Kelowna (Table 3). These storms occur in the summer and fall.

Total precipitation and the portion falling as snow both increase with elevation. The McCulloch
climate station, at an elevation of 1,250 m, has normal precipitation of 663 riln, or about double
that at lake level. About 55Vo of the total falls as snow (Table 3). Elevation exerts considerable
control over precipitation, as seen in the contours on the mean annual runoff maps of Coulson
and Obedkoff(1998; Figure 4).

Maximum normal water equivalents in the snowpack, as measured by the Water Management
Branch, increases with elevation, though other factors cause large variation in the maxima
observed in various elevation bands (Figure 3). Silver Star Mountain snow course (2F10), at an

elevation of 1,840 m, records the greatest normal water equivalent of about 730 mm. Melt at this
elevation begins in late April and is mostly complete by June 15'h. The McCulloch snow course
(2F03), at an elevation of 1,280 m, has a much lower normal maximum water equivalent of 162

mm. Here, melt is complete by May 15'n.

Okønøgøn Løke Basin, BC
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2.4 RrcrolrrRr- HyoRor-ocy

The Okanagan Lake Watershed lies in the lower half of the Southern Interior hydrologic region
(Region 12). Coulson and Obedkoff (1998) show that mean annual flow increases with elevation
to the east and west from Okanagan Lake and is expected to vary from less than 100 mm to more
than200 mm, depending on the elevation and position of the watershed (Figure 4). Based on
Figure 4,large tributaries would have annual runoffs of about 150 mm at their mouths, as

averaged over their watersheds; the very largest tributaries from the east, such as Mission Creek,
have substantially greater runoff.

Elevation seems to be the key factor affecting annual runoff. In the Equesis Creek watershed,
arrnual runoff is estimated to be less than 50 mm at elevations below 1,200 mm. Runoff then
increases rapidly to over 400 mm in the upper elevations in the watershed, as a result of both
increased precipitation and greatly reduced evapotranspiration (Letvak 1994; see also Letvak
1980a & b). To a lesser extent, annual runoff also varies from north to south. Obedkoff (1998)
sub-divided the Southern Interior hydrologic region 12 into subzones 12b (the southern half of
the watershed to Kelowna) and I2e (the half extending north from Kelowna). (Upper Mission
Creek and other creeks near Vernon extend into subzone l2c.) The subzone boundaries are

based on physiography, geology, climate and analysis of flow records. Rood (1989) also
identified a northern subzone, based on statistical analysis of Water Survey of Canada records.

Typically, slightly greater annual runoff occurs at a given median elevation in the north than the

south; subzone 12c records greater annual runoff than 12e. Surprisingly, the southern subzone

shows greater peak flows (10-year retum period maximum instantaneous) for a given watershed
area (Figure 5; see also Obedkoff 1998). Low flows (June to September and annual ten year
return period 7-day low flows) are consistent over all three subzones with broad scatter around a

general hend. They range from about 0.01 m3/s 110 L/s) for a watershed area of 100 km2, to
about 1 m3ls 11,000 L/s) for a watershed area of 1,000 km2. Watersheds of less than 20 km2
appear to usually have very small or negligible 7-day low flows.

In the Okanagan tributaries, about three-quarters of the annual runoff occurs from April through
July, in response to melt of the winter snowpack (Rood 1989; Obedkoff 1978). The month with
the greatest runoff varies with elevation in the watershed of the stream but usually is May in the
larger tributaries to Okanagan Lake. It may be considerably earlier in the smaller, lower
elevation tributaries. Mean monthly flows decrease after May, generally reaching a minimum in
January or February.

Duteau Creek, which abuts the northem side of Mission Creek watershed but is part of the
Shuswap Drainage, provides an example of re-constructed natural flows along the east side of
Okanagan Lake (Figure 6; Rood 1989). This large sheam, with lakes in its headwaters, has
natural August and September flows that exceed 35%o of the mean annual flow (expressed as a

ratio not as portion of the annual flow volume). Natural winter flows are mostly above 20Vo of
the mean annual flow, dropping slightly below this value in the coldest month, January. Natural
flows in small, headwater hibutaries show that average percentages of mean annual flow are I7o/o

in January and over 20o/o in August and September at high elevations (see Appendix A).

Okønagøn Løke Bøsin, BC
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The annual minimum flow typically occurs in the fall or winter during a cold, dry period (and

often under an ice cover), although in some years the minimum flow occurs in the late summer.
Natural sunìmer and winter 7-day low flows at return periods of 10 years in the headwater
tributaries are often not much different, though at more frequent return periods the summer flows
are considerably larger (see Coulson and Obedkoff 1998; Appendix A).

Withdrawals, storage, and diversions have the potential to greatly alter the natural hydrograph in
some of the study tributaries. For instance, near the mouth of Duteau Creek, re-filling of
reservoirs in the upper watershed reduces monthly discharges during the snowmelt freshet by
about half and is also expected to greatly reduce peak flows (Figure 6). In years with unusually
large inflow volumes, the freshet peak may be delayed until July or August, when reservoirs are

full and uncontrolled releases result (Rood 1989).

In Duteau Creek, late summer flows (September) are not much less than those that occur
naturally but late fall and winter flows are well below natural flows (Figure 6). This occurs
because of diversion for domestic use and waterworks and storage in reservoirs over the fall and

winter, after the irrigation season, even though they generally frll and spill during the following
freshet (Rood 1989). Note that storage in Duteau Creek is about equal to the total water licenses.

2.5 TTUpORRI- VRRIRTIOru IN CLIMATE AND HYDROLOGY

Long-term records are available for several climate stations in the Okanagan Watershed, with
Kelowna having records since about 1900 (Figure 7). This station shows increased temperatures
in recent years and reduced snowfall, as a portion of total precipitation. The longest hydrologic
record is the calculated annual inflows (not adjusted for extractions or evaporation) to Okanagan
Lake (Figure 8).

Whitheld and Cannon (2000) describe recent climate changes in Canada. In the Southem
Interior (Thompson Plateau) - comparing I976-85 to 1986-95 climate records - temperature has

increased in all months except February. Precipitation has increased during April and November
and decreased in May, August and September, suggesting a shift in the annual precipitation
pattern that leads to a longer, drier summer. Global warming, and its associated climate changes,

is expected to result in reduced precipitation - leading to lower inflows to Okanagan Lake -
coupled with more frequent extreme events, possibly resulting in unusually large floods

Historic records show considerable variation in the inflows to Okanagan Watershed (Figure 8).

There is a broad pattern of relatively low inflows prior to 1945, followed by unusually high
inflows from 1945 to 1954 and then again from 1975 to 1984. In recent years, the year-to-year
variability of inflows seems to have increased (Figure 8).

Leith and Whitfield (1998) examined the consequences of recent climate change on the
hydrographs of streams in south central BC. First, the onset of snowmelt freshet, as marked by
the initial rise in streamflow, now occurs about 20 days earlier. The earlier snowmelt and the
longer recession also result in lower flows in late summer. One other change is increased flow in
early winter; warrner temperatures result in runoff from rainfall rather than snow accumulation.

Okønøgan Løke Bøsin, BC
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Note that the earlier onset of the snowmelt freshet is also consistent with the effects of extensive
forest harvesting (see Cheng 1980).

Leith and Whitfield (1998) do not include a formal analysis of snow survey stations. May l't
water-equivalents at Silver Star Mountain (1,840 m; Station 2Fl0) appear lower now than in the
past, with particularly low values in the 1980s. Lower elevation snow courses (McCulloch,
2F03,1,280 m; Trout Creek, 2F01,1,430 m) show little trend in annual maximum water
equivalents but show an earlier melt of the pack, with snow melted by May 1 at McCulloch for
the past 15 years.

2.6 GnOuTowATERRESOURcES

Atwater et al (1994) describe the groundwater resources of the Okanagan Watershed.
Groundwater reservoirs (or aquifers) recharge during snowmelt when vegetation is dormant and
evapotranspiration is at a minimum, reaching maximum elevations in July (Westwold, Well No
45) or May (Oyama, Well No 172). They discharge during the summer, fall and winter when
recharge is minimal, evapotranspiration consumes much of the rainfall, and demand is often
greatest. Minimum elevations occur in April, prior to snowmelt recharge.

Atwater et al (1994) report 3,600 wells in the OkanaganLake Watershed, with over half of these

shallow dug wells of limited capacity and yield. Roughly 250 wells have yields in excess of 6
L/s and are used for irrigation, agriculture, and water supply. The higher yield wells are

concentrated on the aquifers in deposits near Vernon, Kelowna, from Peachland to Summerland,
and near Penticton (see Atwater et al 1994;their Figure 10.5). Total utilization is not known.
However, observed groundwater levels at Westwold and Summerland appear to be declining,
suggesting little potential for further development (Atwater et al 1994). Roed (1995) provides
some details on the Rutland Aquifer which has been developed by the Rutland Waterworks
District and notes that many water districts, rural developments, subdivisions, orchards and golf
courses rely on gtoundwater wells entirely or to supplement surface water supplies.

It is likely that low flows in the lower reaches of tributaries that pass through thick glaciofluvial
deposits are partly maintained by groundwater discharge from these aquifers. Raised deltas and
terraces and Holocene channel and fan deposits, particularly those in the bottom of major valleys
(Nasmith 1962) are thought to be important source of groundwater to streams but they are often
also developed for inigation and water supply.

Some streams may be effluent, losing instream flow to groundwater in their lower reaches.

Shorts Creek is reported to often be dry in its lowest 0.25 km and significant losses to
groundwater are also thought to occur in Trepanier and Lambly Creeks (Obedkoff 1990) and in
Bellevue Creek. Mission Creek may also be groundwater effluent just above the head of its fan
(Roed 1995). Trout Creek may gain water in its lowest reaches (Nasmith 1962), however,
gauging records suggest that it may lose water. Deep Creek is thought to be groundwater
influent, as is Kelowna Creek.

Okønagan Lake Basin, BC
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2.7 Srn¡nu StRelllry

From the point of view of habitat management, a stable channel is one that maintains its physical

characteristics: it is not eroding, incising (downcutting), widening, straightening, narrowing or

aggrading. Stream channels become unstable for a variety of reasons, some of which are due to

human activity. For instance, forest harvesting or urbanization may increase flood flows in
streams that, in turn, may cause downcutting, widening and bank and valley wall erosion.

Channels may also become unstable because of natural events, such as extreme rainstorms, or

on-going channel adjustments related to slope or sediment load.

The stream response to these external factors is affected by channel slope, the size ofbed
material,the nature of material underlying the channel and channel pattern. In some instances

there may be no immediate response, while in other instances it may be rapid and dramatic.

Consequently, it is often difficult to ascertain a particular cause for an obsewed channel response

or instability.

The typical tributary to Okanagan Lake starts in an upland area where thin deposits of glacial

sediment or colluvium overly bedrock. Here, the channel is steep and often contained in an

incised, narrow valley. Sediment is provided to the channel by snow avalanches, debris slides

and flows from valley walls, and stream erosion of valley walls and channel banks. The lower

reaches of the hibutaries are often incised into thick accurrmlations of glaciofluvial or recent

sediments before they flow onto their fan. Erosion of these deposits is often an important source

of coarse sediment to the lower stream.

Table 4 summarizes reported channel pattem change (avulsion or channel shifts), bank and valley

wall erosion, incision or downcutting, aggradation or channel filling, and bed material changes

such as sedimentation and scour. Modifications including dikes, river training (including bank

protection, diversions, revetments, spurs or bed conhol structures), channel encroachment (by

land filling or dikes), gtavel removal (dredging, bar scalping or deepening of the main channel),

removal of riparian vegetation and removal of large organic debris

Table 4 is not comprehensive because some channel responses, such as slow downcutting, cannot

be identihed without detailed measurements. Also, it is based on interviews, reports and limited

field visits and may be inaccurate, out-of-date or may reflect only a site-specific or localized

situation.

2.8 F¡sH PrnloDtctTY

Periodicity is defined as that pattern or timing during a biological year when a given organism or

life stage is active or present in the system under study. A fish periodicity chart (Table 5) of
Mission Creeþ the major tributary to Okanagan Lake, captures the weeks (where each"X"
represents one week) and months during which each species' life history stage inhabits the

stream. It recognizes that native fish species have adapted to both flow and stream temperature

regimes over many years. The chart is also a convenient tool to super-impose the annual

hydrograph and ecological needs of the stream channel to maintain habitat diversity and riparian

Okanøgan Løke Bøsin, BC
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habitats. The chart allows for critical review over the year of variable hsh flow needs and human
water demands.

The chart covers all aspects of the definition of fish habitat (Canada Fisheries Act; Section
34( 1). Fish habitats are defined as "spawning grounds and nursery , reaing, food supply and
migration areas on which fish depend directly or indirectly in order to carry out their life
processes". Temperatures suited for growth largely dictate rearing periods. In this application,
we have assumed that the growth season is represented by the days in which the mean daily
stream temperature exceeds 7"C. The onset of rainbow trout spawner migration and
reproduction is also linked to temperature, as well as threshold flows and other cues (turbidity).
Empirical results of many fish studies from the Okanagan Basin are summarized here-

The intent of the fish periodicity chart is to use local fish knowledge and annotations to
rationalize what discharge or "risk averse conservation flows" are appropriate for that critical
time. It is common in flow setting procedures to default to the highest flow need for a particular
period (Estes 1996) when there are several different flow needs due to over-lapping fish or
ecological events. Failure to met certain conservation flows at one time of year has the affect of
minimizing the benefit of better flows experienced for the rest of the water year (bottleneck).

These phenomena of habitat bottlenecks are important but often poorly understood (Weins 1977).

The basic premise of the bottleneck is that populations of aquatic organisms are related to the
availability of habitat through time. These flow-related habttatbottlenecks typically occur 1 to 3
or more years prior to maturation, when their effects are detectable in the adult population
(Nehring and Anderson 1993; Bovee et. 1994). In addition, Bovee et al. (1994) found that:

1. There may be several consecutive and independent habitat events that can affect adult
populations (such as spawner passage flows, spawning habitat, fry rearing habitat, parr
rearing habitat, temperature regime, and adult feeding habitat);

2. Limiting events frequently occur over variable time scales;

3. Habitat may be limited by low or high flow events and by the rate of change of flow events

with respect to habitat thresholds;

4. The smallest amount of habitat available during the year may not necessarily be the limiting
event (such as over-wintering when fish are inactive); and

5. Habitat types not directly utilized by the targef fish species (such as riffle-dwelling insects as

it affects food supply for hsh) may be more important than the habitat used directly by the
species.

The periodicity chart includes, for each fish species:

o Adult migration or passage,

. Spawning (start, peak, end),

Okønøgan Lake Bøsin, BC
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¡ Incubation,
¡ Emergence (from the gravel),
¡ Rearing,
o Over-wintering, and
¡ Juvenile migrant (smolt passage) movements to the lake.

The chart also includes ecoloeical needs such as:

. Channel maintenance flows for channel geometry,

. Flushing flows for sediment temoval,
¡ Wetland and ofÊchannel wetted linkage, and
¡ Persistent wetting of riffle habitats for benthic invertebrate survival, high drift rates and

fish food production.

Okønagøn Lake Bøsin, BC
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3. HYDROLOGY

3.1 lrunooucroru

The basic goal of the hydrologic analysis of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake is to predict the

natural flow characteristics near their mouths. Natural flows -- those that would occur in the

absence of developments that regulate or extract flows -- are required for the sensitivity indices

so that licensed extractions can be expressed as a percentage ofthe total available flow and they

are also utilized for estimating conservation flows.

The study tributaries have a broad range of watershed areas and we have classified them as large,

medium and small. The three large^tributaries are Trout, Mission and Vernon Creeks, each with
a watershed area exceeding 700 km'. The seven small tributaries have watersheds areas that are

less than 100 km2; the eleven medium sized hibutaries have watershed areas between 100 and

300 km2 gable 7).

3.2 FlowCHRRRcrrRrsTrcs

3.2.1 D¡rrrurnorus

Table 6 dehnes the typical flow characteristics of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake. Significant
characteristics include "mean annual flows" which expresses the total volume of water yielded
from the watershed. "Mean annual floods" are also important. When combined with channel

slope, they provide an indication of the potential for bed sediment transport, flushing of fines,

scour of gravel in the stream during incubation or for channel erosion and enlargement. Peak

flows at greater return periods are used for design of instream structures. "Mean monthly
flows" for August and September express the average flow of water available during the driest
porlion of the summer rearing season when the peak removals for irrigation occur. Low flows in
these months reduce rearing habitat, strand juveniles or fish food (insects) and are associated

with high temperatures that reduce habitat quality. Mean monthly flow in January express the

ayerage flow of water available during the driest portion of the winter. A low flow in this month

may affect incubating eggs by freezing de-watered or exposed redds. "Seasonal 7 day low
flows" for the summer express the minimum flows during the summer rearing season and are

used for fish habitat evaluations, calculating water allocations and water quality prescriptions.

3.2.2 Rrr¡R¡ruce Porrur roR Flow CunnncrERtsTtcs

Al1 flow characteristics, as well as water licence summaries, were prepared for the mouth of each

stream as this was thought to be a representative and easily identified point. Flows at the mouth

are usually representative of the lowest reach of the tributary stream. If a major tributary enters

near the mouth the calculated flow characteristics may only represent a limited reach of the lower
stream. downstream of its entrance.

Okønagan Løke Bøsin, BC
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3.2.3 Prnroo or Rrcono

In much of British Columbia, there is a consistent pattern of declining annual flows in the late

1940's and 1950's, above average annual flows in the 1960's and 1970's (Barrett 1979) followed
by below average annual flows during the 1980's. Consequently, it is important when comparing

records at different stations to limit or adjust flow data to a common period, if practical, so that

variation between gauges reflects the character of the particular watershed rather than differences

in the period of record.

Coulson and Obedkoff (1998) adopted the period of 1961 to 1995 for their inventory of natural

streamflow in British Columbia and we have used this same standard period for this report. As

very few stream gauges have continuous records over this period, it is necessary to adjust

measured flows to this common period. We have used the long-term record of inflows to

Okanagan Lake (see Figure 8) to adjust average flows measured over the period of gauge

operation to the standard period, as described in Appendix A.

3.3 Flow Rrconos tN THE Oxnruncnru Wnr¡RsH¡o

The Water Survey of Canada is the prime agency collecting and reporting flow data in British
Columbia. Gauging stations are describe d in Surface Water Data Reference Index: Canada

1991, or onHYDAT Version 98: Surface Water and Sediment Dath, both published by
Environment Canada.

3.3.1 Tu¡ Wnren Sunvrv oF CANADA

Active and inactive 
.Water 

Survey of Canada (WSC) stream gauges on the main channels of the

tributaries to Okanagan Lake are listed in Table 1 (see also Figure 2). The earliest continuous

(year-round) gauges were installed in the early 1960s. Fifteen streams have gauging stations near

their mouths that operated for five years or more; three stations continue to operate (Table 1).

Many of these streams also have continuous, seasonal or miscellaneous records at other sites in
their watersheds. The six smallest tributaries. with watershed areas less than 100 km2, have no

gauging records at all or only a few miscellaneous or seasonal years ofrecord.

Nearly all of the gauging stations near the mouths of the tributaries measure regulated flow as

upstream storage, diversion, or water extractions affect their records. One tributary has a gauging

station near its mouth that records natural flows (Bellevue Creeks). Other tributaries have

stations well above their mouths that record natural flows (e.g., Whiteman, or Deep Creeks; see

Table 1), often well above storage reservoirs or diversion points. Most of the gauges with long-

term records of natural flows in the Okanagan Lake watershed are at high elevations around its

rim (see Coulson and Obedkoff 1998; Appendix A).

There are also gauging stations on other streams that lie within the Okanagan Lake watershed, or

in nearby, similar areas. 'Where these stations provide useful information they are used in
regional analyses of natural flow characteristics (See Appendix A).

Okanøgan Lake Bøsin, BC
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3.3.2 0rHrn Souncrs or Hvpnon¡¡rnrc DRIR

The'Water Management Branch (WMB) of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks

operates some gauging stations whose data are reported by the Water Survey of Canada and they
also operate a few stations that are only summarized in their reports (see Letvak 1980a and

1980b). The WMB also collects miscellaneous measurements to establish flows for approving
licensed extractions, and carries out occasional (regional) data collection programs during
droughts. Drought measurement programs (Richards 1977;Nyhof 1985; Nyhof 1987) include
many small tributaries to Okanagan Lake. However, Deep Creek is the only study tributary with
published observations in its lower reaches. As well, there are other miscellaneous measurements

of the streams held by the Water Management Branch in Penticton.

A recent program of stream gauging on twelve of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake provides
miscellaneous flows from the summer of 1999 and 2000 (Kirk 2000; Cassidy 2001). These

flows have been examined to confirm our estimates of natural flows and to provide estimates of
natural flows on Thompson Brook.

3.4 TH¡ Nnrunnl HYDROLOGIC REGIME

3.4.1 AppRoRclr T0 ESTTMATTNc Flows

The flow characteristics calculated from gauging station records can be adjusted to represent the

natural regime in the stream by adding potential water extractions, as calculated from summaries

of water licences, to the flow recorded at the gauge. We have previously referred to these

adjusted flows as naturalized flows to distinguish them from measurements of the natural
regime (nhc and Hamilton 1994).

This approach provides a reasonable estimate of the natural hydrograph where there is little
developed storage, where total storage is small in comparison to demands, or where licensed
demand is low in comparison to natural flows. In these circumstances, naturalized flows are

assumed to slightly over-estimate natural flows, because of differences between actual and

licensed water use, flow enhancement by releases from small storage projects, and return flows
from irri gation di versions.

The above conditions are not met in many of the Okanagan tributaries where inter-basin
diversions, large storage volumes and high demand for water often prevent adequate estimation
of the natural hydrograph by adjusting recorded regulated flows with licensed demands.

However, it is usually possible to estimate mean annual flows by naturalizing records when
unrecorded inter-basin diversions are not afactot, as carry/-over or year-to-year storage seems to
be insignificant in all of the tributaries. In several of the watersheds, with small storage volumes,
it is also possible to naturalize monthly flows and seasonal 7-day low flows at gauges near their
mouths, by this procedure (see Appendix A).

Regional hydrologic analysis seems to be the best approach to predict natural flow regimes at the

mouths of some of the tributaries, particularly those with large storage quantities or inter-basin
diversions and those that lack gauging records. The following sections and Appendix A provides

further details on the estimation procedures.
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3.5.2 SroRnc¡ Drvtopnn¡rur Rruo NRtunRl Ft-ow R¡coltsrnucrlo¡¡

Many of the Okanagan Lake tributaries have considerable licensed storage development, more

than30o/o of the mean annual flow in watersheds such as Kelowna, Penticton and Vernon Creeks

(Table 10). In most instances, records of outflows, reservoir levels and storage-elevation curves

are not available from the Water Survey of Canada or the Vy'ater Management Branch and

inflows and natural outflows cannot be re-constructed. In a few watersheds, such as Duteau

Creek, which is part of the Shuswap Watershed, detailed observations of the operating regime are

available and have been used to re-calculate long-term natural monthly flows (Rood 1989). The

natural hydrograph for Duteau Creek is particularly important, as it is the only known examples

of natural flow characteristics calculated for the mouth of a medium-sized stream on the east side

ofOkanagan Lake.

3.5.3 Mrnru ArrlruuAl FLow

As described in Appendix A, mean annual flows in the study tributaries can be estimated from

four procedures or sources:

. Regression equations prepared by Letvak (1980a & b)

o Previous reports and studies
. Subregional curves prepared by Obedkoff(1998)
o Naturalizationof gauging records near the stream mouths

Appendix A summarizes the estimates from the above four procedures. These estimates vary

considerably for individual tributaries and often the natural flows estimated by the regional

analyses are substantially less than the recorded regulated flows. Typically, we have adopted a

compromise between the natrxalized flow records for those tributaries with gauges near their

mouths and the regional estimates; for ungauged streams we have usually adopted the runoff

estimates derived from the procedure by Obedkoff (1998). Eneas Creek was adjusted upwards as

the regional estimate seemed to be inconsistent with the limited flow records on this stream.

3.5.4 Mrnru A¡¡ruuAL FLooD

Obedkoff (1998) provides envelope curues for natural unit 10-year annual maximum

instantaneous flows at the long-term natural gauges in subregions l2b,l2c and 12e. The

envelope curves have aconstant slope, with unit floods decreasing with increasing watershed

area, andthey plot well above most of the observed data points. The individual unit floods show

broad scatter. Obedkoff s curves, when adjusted to predi ct 2-year annual maxima, seem to over-

predict floods at the mouths of the tributaries by a factor of about two.

We also prepared a regression between mean annual (instantaneous) floods for the WSC gauges

with natural flows and watershed area (Appendix A). This equation also over-predicted the mean

arurual flood at the mouth of the tributary watersheds and was particularly unsatisfactory when

extrapolated to large or small watersheds.
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Mean annual floods were estimated from gauging records in preference to the equations, where
they were available. However, for many streams the observed flows are affected by storage or
diversion and, consequently, quoted mean annual floods under-estimate natural ones by some
unknown amount.

3.5.5 Sunnru¡R AND WTNTER MorurHly Flows

The water year was divided into two seasons: suÍrmer (May 1 to October 31) and winter
(November 1 to April 30). This division included all inigation within one season and separated
low flows into two distinct seasons. Natural flows were predicted for August, September and
January as these months typically have the lowest flows during the summer and winter seasons.

Where practical, natural mean monthly flows were predicted by naítralizing WSC gauging
records. Mean monthly flows for the remaining tributaries were predicted from regional analysis.
Unfortunately, unit mean monthly flows, expressed as a percentage of mean annual flow, were

not correlated with watershed area or median elevation at WSC gauges with natural flows
(Appendix A). Instead, natural monthly flows were predicted from percentages of mean annual
flow observed for Duteau Creek or from the average percentages of mean annual flow reported in
Table 42. Coefficients of variation were typically about +30% (Table A2; Rood 1989).

Actual suÍrmer (August and September) and winter (January) mean monthly flows were
calculated for tributaries with gauges near their mouths and more than five years of record.
These flows were adjusted to the standard 1960 to 1995 period as described in Section 3.2.3.

3.5.6 Sun¡n¡¡n AND WTNTER 7-Dny Low Flows

Natural summer and winter 7 day low flows at a hve-year return period were predicted for the
mouths of Peachland, Trepanier, Powers, Lambly, Vernon, Kelowna and Mission Creeks by
Obedkoff (1990). As is discussed in Appendix A, we have adjusted his predictions to a2-year
retum period and adopted them, except for those from Peachland and Lambly Creeks.
Signifrcant storage and two diversions in Lambly Creek suggest that naturalizationmay not be
satisfactory. Where practical, 7 day low flows were estimated by naturalizing WSC gauging
records. Otherwise, 7 day low flows were estimated as a percentage of mean annual flow.
Appendix A provides details.

Obedkoff (1990) also compared the natural S-year 7 day low flows to the observed ones. The
largest reductions occurred in Peachland, Trepanier, and Mission Creeks. Observed flows were
only slightly less than predicted natural flows in the other four creeks.

3.7 CorrrsrRvnTroN Flows

The method considered most relevant for the preliminary quantification of instream fish flow
needs and scoping of flow issues in water use planning is the Termant Approach (Tennant 1976),
as Annear and Conder (1984) found it to be the least biased of allthe methods in common use.

Conservation flow regimes for the salmonid-bearing tributaries of Okanagan Lake therefore were
estimated using a Modified Tennant Approach as outlined by Estes (1996), which sets monthly
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or shorter period (such as passage times) minimum flow standards based on the highest flow
required to meet species-specific life history demands. For Okanagan streams, conservation

flows (as a percentage of mean annual flow) were set using ameta-analysis of a provincial

database (unpublishe d data of R. Ptolemy), in combination with local information where

available. as follows.

Consewation Flow (as %o of Natural Mean Annual Flow)
Kokanee Rainbow Both Spp Nature of Life-History DemandsMonth

Jan

Feb 20%

Aug 0% 30%

Sep 20% 25%

Oct 20% 20%

20% 20% Egg Incubation (KO) / Juvenile
Over-Wintering (RB)

20% 20% Egg Incubation (KO) / Juvenile
Over-Wintering (RB)

20% 20% Egg Incubation (KO) / Juvenile
Over-Wintering (RB)

46% 100% Incubation & Emergence (KO) /
Adult &.Pan Migration (RB)

100% 200% Emergence (KO) / Spawning &
Adult Migration (RB) / Flushingu

100% 100% Spawning, Adult Emigration &
Egg Incubation (RB)

40% 40% Spawning, Adult Emigration &
Egg Incubation (RB)

30% Juvenile Rearing / Temperature
Moderation (RB)

25% Adult Migration & Spawning
(KO) / Juvenile Rearing (RB)

20% Adult Migration & Spawning
(KO) / Juvenile Rearing (RB)

20% Egg Incubation (KO) / Juvenile
Over-Wintering (RB)

20% Egg Incubation (KO) / Juvenile
Over-Wintering (RB)

20%

Mar

Apr

Muyu

Jun

Jul

20%

20%

>50o/o

0%

0%

Nov 20%

Dec

NOTES
u For channel maintenance over the longer term, a maximum instantaneous

flow of 500% of MAD with a I:2 year frequency is recommended

It should be noted that the above standards could vary, depending on the actual timing of annual

peak flows and variations in water temperature regimes, as well as stream size and configuration
(for example, less water would be required for incubation if the spawning area was located in an

incised sinsle channel than if it were in a shallower braided area).

Okønagan Lake Basin, BC
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3.8 Suuunny or Gnucrruc R¡coRos

The flows recorded at gauging stations near the mouths of the tributaries are of interest for more
than establishing natural flow characteristics at their mouths. For some streams, gauging records
permitted calculation of existing (regulated) flow characteristics such as mean annual
hydrographs, mean August, September and January monthly flows, monthly dishibutions of
annual 7 day low flows, andT day low flow frequency curves. These flow characteristics are not
naturalized because of the difficulty of adjusting daily flows for each year.

Appendix B includes Summary Sheets for each stream. These sheets provide mean annual
hydrographs calculated from all available complete, continuous years of record at the gauge. The
Summary Sheets also provide details on licensed extractions, naturalized flows and rankings for
the sensitivity analysis.

Details are also provided on7 day low flows for some stream with gauges near their mouths.
The distribution, by month, of the annualT day low flows, is based on all complete years of
record at the gauge. 7 day low flow frequency curves for these stations are also included, where
there are a sufficient number of observations.
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4. LAND USE

4.1 OvrRvtrw

The natural hydrologic regimes of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake have been altered, to varying

extents, by land use. Urbanization, agriculture and forest harvesting all have the potential to alter

the hydrologic regime. Agriculture affects the hydrologic regime by extracting surface and

ground water for stock watering, domestic use and irrigation and it may also causes a minor

increase in flood discharge through conversion of lands. Urbanization primarily affects the

hydrologic regime through extractions for waterworks. However,trbanization also potentially

has a significant effect on flood discharges in some of the smaller tributaries.

The removal of timber during forest harvesting (or agricultural land clearing) alters transpiration

and the distribution of snow and may often increase rates of melt. These changes in the

watershed, coupled with road construction and soil modifrcations tend to increase water yield
(mean annual flow), mean annual floods and summer base flows'

There are also secondary effects on stream channels associated with increased flood flows. In
suitable materials, channels often enlarge through bank erosion and channel incision. These

processes, along with sediment released from harvesting activities, may greatly increase the

quantity of sediment transported through the stream.

4.2 Fonrsr HRRv¡sr¡ruc

Haul and skidder road construction compact the surface and increases runoff from the road

surface and increases the rapidity of runoff. Ditching along roads concentrates water, generally

into fewer channels, and intercepts subsurface flow, increasing the speed of flow to drainage

channels. The removal of trees reduces or eliminates transpiration, in the short-term. Tree

removal also increases air movement and changes soil temperature, which tend to increase

evaporation from the soil surface, but the overall effect is to reduce evapotranspiration from the

soil. Harvesting also affects the distribution of snow and the timing of its melt.

4.2.1 SrRrRn¡ruow QuRrurlrlrs

Well-designed experiments generally show increased water yield as a response to forest removal,

and the increase is generally proportional to the amount of canopy removed (Bosch and Hewlett
1932). The increased flow of water results from increased storage of water in the soil as the

result of reduced transpiration following the removal of forest cover. Increases are observed

during the summer low flow season and also during the wet, or high flow season, particularly

early in the season when soil storage differences are greatest between the forest and clearcut.

In snowmelt-dominated watersheds, clearcut-harvesting also produces increases in water yield.

In Camp Creek near Penticton, logging following Pine Beetle infestation increased both annual

and March to November monthly water yields, with the greatest increases recorded in the months

of August and September (Cheng 1990), There was no consistent evidence of increased
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streamflow in the winter months. The Ministry of Forests (Kamloops) plans to re-visit and
update the original study by Cheng on Camp Creek.

The Kamloops Forest Region is conducting snowpack and stream flow studies in Penticton
Creek Vy'atershed and also near Kamloops (Winkler 1999). In Penticton Creek, Winkler found
that snowpack accumulations werc 25o/o greater in clearcut areas than in a mature Englemann
Spruce-Subalpine Fir forest and that spring snowmelt was 67%o more rapid in the clearcut. A
juvenile forest stand behaved similar to the clearcut, showing no hydrologic recovery. A mature
Lodgepole Pine forest behaved in an intermediate manner between the mature forest and clearcut,
indicating that changed forest composition can affect hydrologic recovery. To date, 10% of the
watershed of Upper Penticton Creek has been harvested and little change in the stream
hydrograph has been observed (Winkler; personal communication).

4.2.2 Flooo Flows

Many studies have demonstrated increased storm volumes and peak flows following forest
removal, though there are few results appropriate to the parts of British Columbia where
snowmelt is the dominant mechanism for flood generation. Cheng (1990) found increased, and
earlier, peak flows in Camp Creek after loggingof 30%;o of the basin area. His finding of a20o/o
greater, and two weeks earlier, flood peak are roughly comparable with studies in other
snowmelt-dominated systems. For instance, King (1989) examined streamflow responses in
northern Idaho following harvesting and found increases of 15 to 35o/o inmaximum
instantaneous discharges.

4.3 Ass¡ssmrruT 0F HyDRoLoGtc lupncrs

4.3.1 HRRv¡srro Anrns rN THE TRreurRR¡¡s

GIS databases maintained by the Ministry of Forests were used to estimate harvested areas in the
watershed of each tributarv. Harvested areas in each watershed are described on Table 7 as:

. Prior to 1980

. 1980 to 1989
o 1990 to 1999
o 2000; and
. Unknown, which includes those cutblocks with no date. They are assumed to be mostly older

blocks, cut well before 1980. Note that this constitutes the largest category in some of the
watershed.

The total harvested areafor eachage category is quoted as a percentage oftotal watershed area
on Table 7. The totals are not corrected for partial harvest in cutblocks nor is the large burnt area
in Penticton Creek included in the totals.

It is difficult to assess impacts on harvesting on peak flows in the lower reaches of the large
tributaries based on harvested areas expressed as percentage of the total watershed, particularly
when the date of cut of larse areas is not known. However. several watersheds have a total cut.
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expressed as percentage of their total watershed area, over the past twenty years that suggests

modifications to the hydrograph may have recently occurred. These watersheds are Lambly,
Naswhito, Naramata, Bellevue, and Mission Creeks (Table 7). Trout, Powers and Whiteman

Creeks have a smaller recent cut, but some potential for increased peak flows from this

harvesting.

Harvesting may also have increased flood flows in some watersheds more than20 years ago.

Hydrologic recovery may now have reduced peak flows; however, stream channels may not yet

have recovered from the increased peak flows.

4.3.2 lrurrnron WRr¡nsuro Assrssu¡rur PRocrouR¡

Watershed Assessments, through the Interior Watershed Assessment Procedure (IWAP), have

been completed for some, but not all, of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake. These studies indicate

existing high peak flow hazards at the mouth of Lambly Creek and moderate hazards at the

mouth of Powers and Naramata Creeks (Dobson Engineering Ltd 1998a,1998b, 1999). Trout,

Mission and Penticton Creeks were reported to have low peak flow hazards at their mouths

although some of their upper sub-basins recorded moderate or high hazards. Low peak flow
hazards are reported for Naswhito and Equesis Creeks (8. Robertson, personal communication).

Storage development and operation mitigates the effects of forest harvesting on peak flows in
some watersheds.

4.4 UnenN Lnruo Usr

IJrbanization alters the hydrologic regime in several ways. Development of waterworks, either

from groundwater or surface water, may reduce mean annual flows, mean annual floods and

seasonal T day low flows. However, the main hydrologic impact of development often results

from the creation of impervious surfaces that are directly connected to watercourses. These

surfaces change the runoff processes -- rapid flow over impervious surfaces and through pipes is

substituted for less rapid interflow (lateral flow through soils) -- speeding the delivery of water to

streams and increasing both the volume of runoff and the maximum discharges reached during a

rainstorm.

There are secondary effects associated with the increased flows. Stream channels often enlarge

through bank erosion and incision or downcutting may also occur. These processes, along with
sediment released fiom construction activities, often increase the quantity of sediment

transported through the stream.

In the Okanagan Lake tributaries, floods are primarily generated by snowmelt in the upper, high

elevation portion of the watersheds. Urban development, which is concentrated at low elevations

along Okanagan Lake only has the potential to alter peak flows in small tributaries and is thought

to have little or no effect on peak flows in the main channel of the larger streams.
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4.5 MrRsuRruENT 0F IuprRvrous Anrn

The effective impervious area in a draitage basin provides a quantitative measure of the potential
alteration of the hydrologic regime imposed by trbanization. It is a measure of the total area

where water does not infiltrate into the soil that is connected directly to the drainage network.
The ineffective impervious area includes those impervious areas that drain to pervious terrain
where stormwater infiltrates -- an example is a roof whose gutters discharge to a lawn rather than
a stormwater drainage system.

Alley and Veenhuis (1983) and Dinicola (1990) describe how they estimated EIA from land use

in Denver and King County, Washington. Their approach was followed to estimate EIA for the
Okanagan Lake tributaries. First, 1:50,000 maps \¡/ere used to identiff those salmon streams

where impervious area may account for more than a few percent of the watershed. For these

streams, the watershed area covered by low density, medium density and high density single
family houses, multi-family developments and commercial, industrial, and transportation
facilities was measwed from ZoningPlans made available by the various municipalities. Once
the total area of each different land use was measured then the total impervious area within each

type was estimated from typical percentages quoted in Alley and Veenhius (1983). The effective
impervious area for each land use type was then estimated as a percentage of the total impervious
area for each land use type and these were summed to calculate the EIA within each watershed
(Table 8). The conversion to EIA assumes that not all impervious surfaces, particularly rooftops,
are directly comected to the drainage network.

Table 8 shows significant EIA in Naramata and Kelowna Creek watersheds, primarily related to
commercial and indushial development.
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5. WATER LICENCES

The Water Rights Branch of the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks maintains a

computerized database of water licences in British Columbia, which includes current licences

plus outstanding applications. Summaries (by type) were produced for all the study streams.

5.1 CmssrncRTtoN oF Ltc¡ltcrs

Table 9 reproduces part of the water licence classification system used by the Water Management

Branch. Water licences are classified into consumptive and non-consumptive uses and further

classified by the type of user. Computer-generated summaries, obtained from the Water Rights

Branch, Victoria, úlIize the main classification on Table 9, as well as providing more detail on

the type of user, producing a total of 73 sub-categories (including non-consumptive uses).

5.1.1 Corusuupr¡vELtcENcEs

The computer-generated classification provides more detail than is required so we have reported

consumptive licensed extractions under the categories of Domestic, Waterworks, Irrigation and

Industrial. Table 10 reports the sum of all licences, of each type, above the mouth of each

tributary to Okanagan Lake.

5.1.2 Noru-CotrlsuMpTtvE Llc¡lr¡crs

Non-consumptive water use includes power generation, storage (nonpower and power) and

conservation. Conservation licences are totalled and summarized on Table 10. Nearly all the

storage licences are non-power licences.

Storage licences in each tributary are also listed on Table 10. They are separated into storage

specifically designated for domestic, industrial or waterworks licenses, storage specifically
designated for irrigation licenses and other nonpower storage'

Storage generally frlls during the spring freshet, reducing freshet flows. Irrigation storage is then

released for consumption during the irrigation season; releases for waterworks use may occur

throughout the year. Storage accumulation often begins again at the end of the irrigation season,

reducing fall and winter flows further downstream.

Licensed storage volumes are often closely matched to waterworks and inigation licences, and

the net reduction in low flows resulting from diversion for irrigation is theoretically close to zero

and certainly much less than the total licensed inigation diversion. This does not work in
practice as the upstream storage facilities trap incoming flows during low flows as well as high

flows -- reducing downstream flows in addition to extractions -- and leaky dams and evaporative

and transmission losses reduce the storage quantity available to compensate for licensed

extractions.
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5.2 Lrcrrrrs¡o Vrnsus Acrut Wnrrn Usr

O'Riordan (Igl2)estimated licensed withdrawals, actual withdrawals uttd 
"otrt-ptive 

use for
the Okanagan Lake Watershed. Actual withdrawals were typically about 60% of licensed

volumes and under-utilization of licensed volumes seems fairly typical, except possibly during
the driest years (see Rood 1989).

5.2.1 Don¡¡snc, WRt¡nwonKs AND lttousrRlRl- Llc¡ltlc¡s

Domestic use is only partly consumptive. In summer, although alarge portion of the domestic

use is for watering of lawns and gardens, some of this water re-enters the stream as return flow.
Waterworks are also only partly consumptive; but in organized areas, water may be diverted out

of the basin and retum flows may not end up in the same stream, producing a true loss to

streamflow. Typically, waterworks are licensed for amounts well in excess of actual extractions.

Because licence-holders for large waterworks projects pay a fee based on actual water use, rather

than the licensed amount, records are available of the annual volumes of water extracted from
streams. We have not obtained these records for the Okanagan Lake tributaries because they are

beyond the scope ofthe project.

Land improvement licences are not included in Table 10 but they were summarized for each

tributary watershed. They are used to provide water for ponds, which may then be used for
landscaping or to raise fish. On older licences, removal rates were set from an evaporation of
one-eighth inch per day (doubled to one-quarter inch for a factor of safety), multiplied by the

pond surface alea, and converted to gallons/day. On net¡/er licences, the licensee is permitted to

divert whatever quantity is required to maintain water levels in his pond. The Land Improvement

licences are consumptive, as most water is lost to evaporation although some may enter

groundwater and re-appear as return flow. Most withdrawals will be during hot, dry weather

when evaporation is greatest and streamflow is least. Much smaller withdrawals are expected

during winter or rainy, cold weather.

5.2.2 lnRrcRnoru Lrc¡rucrs

A certain percentage of the water diverted for irrigation re-enters the stream as retum flow.
When flood irrigation (by ditches and flumes) was prevalent it was assumed that roughly 30%o of
the diverted volume returned to the stream. Sprinkler and drip/hickle irrigation are expected to
produce considerably lower retum flows and these are now the dominant methods of irrigating.

Water applied to the land on a particular day will cause return flow some days, weeks or months

later. In the Okanagan, it is assumed that l2o/o of the annual retum flow occurs in September and

9o/o in October; and that a small percentage (about 4o/o per month) occurs through the winter
months (Reksten 1976). Return flow in August and September may reduce the impact of
irrigation diversions in those months if the flow reappears in a reach that supporls fish and is not

re-diverted out-of-channel. Recent flow audits and fish habitat assessments suggests that return

flows are not mitigating sufficiently for abstractions.
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Actual irrigation demand can be estimated from the area of irrigated land and a calculated or

estimated water duty, where the duty is the water used over the irrigation season expressed as a

depth. The theoretical duty and the actual amount applied can be very different, as a result of
farming practices and, as well, the duty varies with location and elevation and from year to year.

Year-to-year variations are significant: for example, from 1975 to 1988, duty in the Vernon

Irrigation District varied from 31 to 48 cm (Rood 1989), with the greatest amount applied during

low flow, dry years. In d.y years the actual extraction approached the licensed volume.

We generally prefer to use the water licence summaries to estimate irrigation demand. As

discussed in the next section, the licenses provide a potential maximum demand on the streams

and provide a comparable standard from skeam to stream.

5.3 CnlcuuloN oF Ltc¡lrlsro DrmRruo

The water licences summarized on Table 10 are expressed in various units, ranging from acre-

feet for irrigation licences, to gallons/day for waterworks and domestic licences, to ft3ls for
conservation licences. Licensed amounts expressed as discharges were converted to litres per

second (L/s) using appropriate factors: I L/s is equivalent (gpproximately) to 19,000 imperial
gallons/day; 1 L/s is equivalent (approximately) to 0.035 ft'ls.

Licensed storage volumes (ac-ft) were converted to cubic decameters (dam3;, where 1 dam3 is

equivalent to 0.8 1 ac-ft. One acre-foot is equivalent to 7 43 .36 gallons/day over a one-year

period.

In any time period, the total demand is calculated by adding the demand from waterworks,

domestic and industrial licences, which are assumed to be constant throughout the year, to the

irrigation demand (Table 10). Irrigation demand varies from month to month over the growing

season. Reported use in Duteau Creek averaged 5o/o in April, I4%o inMay, 2I%o in June, 28o/o in

Jlly,25o/o in August and 6Yo in September (Rood 1989). Water Management uses a distribution
of 5Vo in April, I\Yo inMay, 20%o in June, 25%o in July and August, and ISYo in September. The

main discrepancy lies in water utilization in September. We have adopted a compromise

distribution as follows: April (5%), May (10%), June (2:%),Júy (25o/,),August (25%) and

September (10%). Monthly irrigation volumes (in dam') were converted to discharges (L/s) by
multiplying by 10o, and dividing by the number of seconds in the month'

The total demand is calculated by subtracting irrigation storage volumes from irrigation licenses

and by subtracting waterworks, domestic or industrial storage volumes from the waterworks,

domestic and industrial licenses. Other non-power storage is then used to reduce irrigation
demand to zero; any remaining storage is applied to waterworks, domestic and industrial

demands. These adjustments provide an estimate of the licensed withdrawals that do not have

associated storage volumes, and therefore directly reduce streamflow. Flows are then distributed

by month as described above.

The above procedure provides a reasonable estimate of extraction demand on streamflows.

However, it does not correctly account for the role of interception losses and evaporation that

occur as part of storage, and reduce downstream flows, nor the alteration to the hydrograph that
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results from storage and release. Consequently, the reduction in natural streamflows that occurs

is almost certainly under-estimated by the above procedure. Howevet, it does provide consistent I

estimates of demands such that one watershed or stream can be compared to another.
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6. SENSITIVITY INDICES

6.1 Ov¡Rv¡rw

The sensitivity indices used here are of two general types:

Indices that express the level of human activity in the watersheds of the salmon. These
include expressions of the proportion of the watersheds that have been developed and the
degree of utilization of water for inigation, industrial and waterworks; and

Indices that express the state of the particular stream and its ability to resist further change.

These indices compare actual flows to conservation flows or express peak flows and low
flows as a ratio or percentage of the mean annual flow. Extreme values indicate stressed

systems with a limited ability to withstand further hydrologic alteration.

The indices are expressed as percentages of mean annual flow (Table 11). The most sensitive
streams were defined as those with the most extreme indices or those with indices that exceeded
some critical value (Table 12). The rationale for selecting the most sensitive streams is discussed
separately for each index in the following sections. The indices are summarized in the table on
the following page.

6.2 Acruru Flows GorvrpRR¡o T0 CoNsERvATIoN FI-ows

Indices I and 2 express actual flows measured at stream gauges, as adjusted to the 1960 to 1995

period, as a percentage of the estimated natural mean annual flow. As noted earlier, 15 of the
study streams have gauging records near the mouth of sufficient length to estimate actual
monthly flows. Table 11 indicates the gauging station used in calculating actual flows.

Recommended conservation flows in August and September are 30%o and25o/o of the natural
mean annual flow. Those streams with lower percentages are listed on Table 12.

6.3 SuuuI¡R AND WINTER WATER D¡n¡Rruo

Indices 3 and 4 express potential demands in August and September calculated from water
licences, as percentages of natural mean flows in these months. The indices measure the total
portion of the natural suÍìmer flows potentially devoted to irrigation and other water uses.

Table 12lists the five streams that have the greatest potential water utilization based on these

three indices. Several of the other streams potentially have more than half of their natural
summer flows devoted to satisfying licensed demand.

6.3 Suuu¡n AND WINTER 7 DAY LOW FIOWS

Indices 5 and 6 express the natural T day low flows as a percentage of mean flow and indicate the
ability of the stream to accept water extractions. Low values of the index indicate streams where
7 day low flows are small as a result of losses to groundwater, evaporative losses, or steep
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recession curves during suÍlmer drought. The streams with the lowest values of these indices are

listed on Table 12.

6.5 Prnr Flows

Index 7 compares the mean annual flood to mean annual flow, expressing it as a percentage of
the mean annual flow. As described in Section 3, the quoted mean annual floods are mostly
those reported at stream gauges. Consequently, they are affected by storage and, to a much lesser
extent, diversion. As described in Appendix A, peak flow estimates on ungauged streams are

thought to be too high; consequently percentages have not been quoted for Prairie Valley, Eneas,

McDougall, Naswhito and Naramata Creeks and Thompson Brook.

The index is used to identify those streams that have unusually low ratios of mean annual flood
to mean annual flow and, as a result, may experience sedimentation of their stream bed gravel. It

Okanøgan Løke Bøsin, BC
Hydrology, Pl/ater Use ønd Consentation Flows

Index Definition Interoretation

I Actual flows in August as a

percentage of the natural mean annual
flow

Compares observed flows to
conservation flows for this month

L As above for Seotember As above

aJ Potential demand in August as a

percentage of mean August flow
Expresses the typical portion of flow
during the rearing season that may be

used for water demand

4 As above for Seotember As above

5 Natural mean suÍìmer7 day low flow
as a percentage of mean annual flow

Expresses the ability of the system to
resist water removals; low values
indicate streams with low natural T
dav low flows

6 As above for winter 7 dav lows As above

7 Mean annual flood as a percentage of
mean annual flow

Expresses the peakiness of the
snowmelt freshet and the potential for
scour and erosion or sedimentation

Recent logged area as a percentage of
total basin area

Roughly expresses the equivalent
clearcut area and indicates the extent
of hydrograph changes from logging;
values exceeding l5%o indicate
potential changes in peak flows

9 As above for total lossed area As above
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has also been used, where practical, to identiff those streams with unusually high percentages,
that are potentially subject to scour of bed material.

6.6 Fonrsr HRRvrsl¡ruc

Index 8 expresses the area ofrecent logging (less than 20 years old) as a percentage oftotal
watershed area. The equivalent clearcut areas of the recently logged areas are not known but are
less than the area recently harvested. Index 9 expresses the area of total logging as a percentage
of watershed area.

Total basin area was used instead of forested area in the index, primarily because forested area is
not known. We have selected an arbitrary value of l5%o for Index 10 to indicate when recent
harvest may have altered the stream hydrograph at the mouth. Harvest of such a portion of the
watershed is assumed to renresent harvest of more than20 to 30%;o of the forest in the watershed.

6.7 UReRlrzRrortl

Total impervious area, expressed as a percentage of watershed area, was used as an index of
urbanization. It indicates the potential increase in peak flows that might result from lurbanization,
though the actual increase will depend on detention storage constructed to manage stormwater,
soils and underlying materials and the physiography of the watershed.

As discussed earlier, urbanization has little or no effect on the hydrologic regime in the main
streams of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake and an index is not included in Table 11. However,
both Naramata and Kelowna Creeks record large areas of EIA that may result in reduced water
quality, affecting habitat directly.
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7. CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Nnrunru Flows

In tributaries to OkanaganLake, about three-quarters of the annual flow occurs during the

snowmelt freshet, between April l't and July 31". The annual flood also occurs during the

snowmelt freshet. Monthly flows decline after the freshet, usually reaching a minimum in
January or February. 7 day low flows typically occur in January and February, often under ice

cover, though the annual minimum sometimes occurs in late summer.

Annual runoff increases with elevation and, to a lesser extent, it also increases from south to
north. Medium and large-sizedtrlbttaries that extend from Okanagan Lake to the rim of the

watershed at around 1,800 m typically have annual runoff of around 150 mm. Runoff is much
greater from Mission Creek, which extends into the Shuswap Highlands (Subregion l2c) and
much less for small, low-elevation watersheds, such as Eneas, Deep and Prairie Valley Creeks.

Diversions in and out of watersheds and extreme variability from year-to-year make it difficult to
predict natural mean annual flows.

Natural monthly flows in late summer appear to average more than 30% of natural mean annual

flow in the large northern tributaries and about 20o/o of naitral mean annual flow in the

moderate-sized ones. Monthly flows during the coldest winter month - January - average just
less than 20o/o of naítral mean annual flow. The standard error around these estimates is thought
to be about +30%. Lack of natural gauging records and a lack of flow and reservoir level records

to reconstruct natural hydrographs make it difflrcult to determine which tributaries have relatively
hieh and which have relatively low late summer and winter flows.

It appears that natural seasonal low flows in Shorts, Lambly, Bellevue, and Trepanier Creeks,

when expressed as a percentage of mean annual flow, are smaller than in most of the other
tributaries. Loss of flow to groundwater in their lowest reaches is the most likely explanation
this behaviour; however, steep recession curves after the freshet from a lack ofsoil storage or
other storage in the watershed may also cause low natural flows. Inaccuracies in calculating
natural low flows in Lamblv Creek mav be one of the reasons it is included.

Kelowna and Deep Creeks have unusually high natural seasonal low flows, when expressed as a

percentage of mean annual flow, as does Peachland Creek in the summer. These streams also

have unusual annual hydrographs with a smaller than normal percentage of flow from April to
July and low mean annual floods relative to their mean annual flow (Appendix B). These

streams are thought to be groundwater influent, as Whiteman and Equesis Creeks may also be.

Lack of stream gauging data makes it difficult to assess natural seasonal low flows in the small
tributaries; however, it is likely that some of these tributaries should be included in the above

lists.

Okanagan Lake Basin, BC
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7.2 Gorus¡nvnr¡0ru Flows

A modified Tennant Approach, which sets monthly and daily minimum standards based on the

highest flow required for species-specihc life history demands was used to define preliminary
conservation flows (Tennant 1976; Estes 1996; Ptolemy 1999). Monthly and daily flows,
expressed as a percentage of natural mean annual flows, were based on an analysis of a large
province-wide database including empirical observations, combined with local instream flow
studies.

The conservation flows are 20o/o over the winter, from October through March; they then rise to
100% in April and 200% in May, dependent on natural timing of snowmelt. Conservation flows,
as a percentage of natural mean annual flow, then decrease through July, August and September.

A more refined analysis would use daily flows in both a "wet" and "dr¡r" year. Since some life-
history events occur over days to weeks, flows over these shorter time spans would determine the

likelihood of success for passage or spawning better than a mean monthly value. This principle
also holds true for "flushing" flows and seasonal wetland linkage.

Examples of daily flows for Mission Creek near East Kelowna (08NM1 16) and natural daily
flows at Whiteman Creek above Bouleau Creek (08NM174) are displayed in Figure 9. Natural
suÍtmer baseflows can be lower than 100/o of mean annual flow for extended periods, as occurred
in 1987. This means that fuIl utilization of water licences can affect fish more in a dry year than
in an average or a wet year. Kokanee passage and spawning and rainbow trout parr rearing
success are particularly vulnerable, since, as a general rule, their flow needs in September are

often only just met by natural flows.

The daily flow hydrographs also show more "spikiness" in Mission than Whiteman Creek. Flow
changes resulting from operation of diversions can be damaging to fish survival (if flows fall
below certain thresholds) and may be hidden by daily, weekly or monthly averaging.

7.3 Wntn Us¡

All the tributaries, except Prairie Valley Creek and Thompson Brook, have water licenses for
irrigation, waterworks, domestic, or industrial use. In many of the large and medium-sized
watersheds, licenses for withdrawals are supported by storage development and the net licensed
demand on suÍìmer and winter low flows is theoretically small. In fact, several of the tributaries
have large licensed withdrawal volumes but no apparent demand on summer and winter low
flows because of compensating storage. However, storage does not completely eliminate the

effect of licensed withdrawals on natural flows in the lowest reaches. Interception and storage of
water from the upper watershed after the irrigation season, evaporative losses, and transmission
losses are thought to lead to a net reduction in flow even when withdrawals are supported by
storage.

For those tributaries with gauges, actual August and September flows are much less than

recommended conservation flows in Trout, Trepanier, Lambly, Shorts, Penticton and Bellevue
Creeks. As noted earlier, Trepanier, Shorts and Bellevue Creeks appear to have naturally low
flows at their gauges. In some streams, the effect of demand seems to be more severe on7 day
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low flows than mean monthly flows. In Trout Creek, recorded short term low flows are only a

few percent of natural mean annual flows, apparently as a result of operation of diversions (see

Appendix B).

Small tributaries, particularly Naramata, Eneas, McDougall and Naswhito Creeks, seem to have

the greatest demand on their low flows, with the maximum potential demands often many times

the estimated natural low flows. Large demands, in excess of storage, also appear on tributaries
near Vernon, such as 8.X., Deep and Vemon Creeks and on Trepanier and Powers Creeks near

Peachland.

In watersheds with storage volumes that are alarge portion of mean annual flow, the annual

flood in lower reaches is reduced, the total volume of water delivered to the lower stream reaches

during the freshet is reduced, and in some years the annual peak is delayed. Potential
consequences of reduced peak flows and overall lower freshet flows are less frequent movement
of bed material, aggradation and fining of the bed material in low gradient reaches and

sedimentation of instream gravel. Unusually low peak flows, relative to mean annual flow, are

observed in Peachland, Kelowna, Vemon, B.X. and Deep Creeks. Storage reduces peak flows in
all these watersheds, although Peachland, Kelowna and Deep Creeks may have naturally low
peak flows.

Trepanier, Lambly and Bellevue Creeks have the greatest mean annual floods, expressed as a

percentage of mean annual flow. Scour of bed material, frequent transport of bed material, and

bed and bank erosion are expected in these streams. Forest harvesting is thought to play a role in
increasing peak flows in Lambly and Bellevue Creeks.

We do not know future water demand for irrigation. However, most streams are fully recorded

and no licenses are likely to be issued without supporting storage. Conversion of water demand
from agriculture to waterworks has occurred and may continue as urban areas develop. Shifting
demands on flow to the winter when natural flows are least is expected to create fuither conflicts
between requirements for egg incubation and over-wintering habitat and water use.

Groundwater is extracted from aquifers at several sites around Okanagan Lake, primarily from
glaciofluvial and fan deposits. It appears that many of these aquifers are nearly fully developed
(Atwater et al 1994). These aquifers may also support low flows in the lowest reaches of some

tributaries. Many water districts, rural developments, subdivisions, orchards and golf courses

rely on groundwater wells entirely or to supplement surface water supplies. The effect of
extractions on low flows is not known.

7.4 Lnrrro Us¡

Recent forest harvesting is thought to have altered the hydrologic regime of a few of the tributary
watersheds, namely Lambly, Naswhito, Naramata, Bellevue and Mission Creeks, based on the
percentage of the total watershed harvested since 1980. Potential effects include increased peak

flows, greater runoff in most months, and increased summer low flows. Watershed assessments

indicate that Lambly Creek has a high peak flow hazard, Naramata Creek, a moderate one and

Naswhito and Mission Creeks. low ones.
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Both Naramata and Kelowna Creeks have considerable impervious area in their watersheds as a

result of urban development. However, this development is concentrated at low elevations,
which contribute little to the annual runoff or peak flows of these streams. Consequently,
urbanization is thought to have an insignificant effect on the flow in the main stream, although it
may greatly alter flows in some small, low-elevation tributaries and cause scour in the main
stream near the junction of these tributaries. Water quality from urban storm runoff is thought to
potentially have a greater effect on habitat than altered water quantity.

7.5 AccnnonroN AND Sroru¡rurRroru

Several of the hibutaries are aggrading their lower reaches, on their fans. Both Naramata and
Mission Creeks have had gravel removal programs as part of flood control and channel
management. A brief review of coarse sediment sources is included in a Watershed Assessment
for Mission Creek by Dobson Engineering Ltd (1998c).

Sedimentation - deposition of fine material in the streambed gravels -- is reported in Kelowna
and Lower Vernon Creeks as well as in a few other tributaries to Okanagan Lake. Sedimentation
may result from reduction of peak flows by storage in some of these watersheds.

In most tributaries, neither the sources of coarse sediment, the causes of sedimentation of
streambeds, nor alternate management strategies appear to have been investigated in detail. A
detailed assessment and evaluation of approaches to reduce coarse and fine sediment supply
would be valuable in Mission Creek watershed as well as in other affected watersheds.

7.6 TrcHucRlRrcourm¡ruDATIoNs

7.6.1 NRruRRr- Flows AND DEMANDS

Natural flows in the tributaries to Okanagan Lake were estimated from adjustment of complete or
partial gauging records or from regional analysis. The estimated flows are of variable quality and
additional hydrologic studies are warranted, particularly for the most sensitive streams, to
confirm the flow estimates. Continuous flow measurements are typically not available for the
small and moderate-sized tributaries that appeff to have the greatest potential demands on their
instream flows. We recommend continuing the miscellaneous summer low flow measurement
program on these streams (see Kirk 2000; Cassidy 2001). We would also recommend adding
winter flow measurements and collecting continuous stage records on two or three of the most
critical streams over the summer and fall. These records would be most valuable if storase
volumes, changes in storage, and licensed extractions were also measured.

We also recommend re-constructing natural flow hydrographs in one or two critical tributaries,
through a program of measuring reservoir releases, reservoir levels, tributaries inflows, acítal
extractions, and watershed outflows. Such a program is expensive but could perhaps be
undertaken in conjunction with a local Water District or environmental association with a
particular interest in that watershed. Such a program would also help develop reservoir-
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operating regimes that best benef,rt frsh habitat while meeting flow demands. Candidate

watersheds include Trout, Trepanier, Lambly, Short, and Penticton Creeks.

As well, the relationship between actual and licensed withdrawals is not known for most types of
licences and the year-to-year variation in demand is not well known. Further investigations of
demands would help to better evaluate natural low flows.

7.6.2 GnouruowRrER LOSSES AND INFLOWS

.We 
recommend low flow gauging programs along the lower reaches of tributaries that are known

to be or suspected to be groundwater effluent. These programs would determine rates of loss to
groundwater and sites where flows disappear subsurface. Stream deepening, gravel removal or
construction of deep instream or off-channel pools for survival habitat may be options to help

address losses to groundwater.

It would also be helpful to evaluate subsurface geology and groundwater movement in major
aquifers and determine removals by wells as part of a program to assess potential impacts on low
flows in the tributaries to Okanagan Lake.

7.6.3 SronRc¡ 0R RESERvotR MANAcEMENT

Development of additional storage is one option to supplement low flows, assuming that the

releases can be transmitted to the lower reaches utilized by Kokanee ând Rainbow Trout without
either losses to groundwater or diversion for licensed demand. An altemative to developing
additional storage is to modiff the operation of existing reservoirs. In some watersheds it may be

possible to supplement winter low flows by drawing down reservoirs when adequate snowpacks

to refrll the reservoirs are expected over the winter. Detailed hydrologic studies are generally

required as part ofsuch a change in operation.

7.6.4 UReRNrzRnoN

Little is known of the effects of urbanization on Kelowna and Naramata Creeks. It is thought,

but not confirmed, that urban development has little or no effect on the hydrograph of the main

streams. However, further study would be warranted of changes in hydrology that result from
urbanization and might result from further expansion of Kelowna and other municipalities along
Okanagan Lake. Certainly, additional study of the potential effects on water quality and

sedimentation are warranted.
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Table 1: Study Tr{butaries to Okanagãn Lake
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Table 2: Physiography and Ecoregions in the Okanagan Lake Basin

Stream Name SSIS Number
Total

Drainage

Area (km2)

Physiographic
Region

Ecoregions Ecosections

Tributaries draininq from the West
l.Trout Ck. 31-900 762 TP T-O P OKB/STU
2. Prairie Vallev Ck. 14 TP T-O P OKB
3. Eneas Ck. 31-4300 101 TP T-O P OKB
4. Peachland Ck. 31 -5000 159 TP ï-o P OKB/STU
5. Trepanier Ck. 31 -5300 ¿c¿ TP T-O P OKB/STU
6. Powers Ck. 31 -5700 169 TP T-O P OKB/STU
7. McDouqallCk. 31 -5900 53 TP T-O P OKB
8. Lamblv Ck. 31 -6900 238 TP T-O P OKB/STU
9. Shorts Ck. 31 -8300 191 TP T-O P OKB
10. Whiteman Ck. 31 -9000 213 TP T-O P OKB/STU
'11. Naswhito Ck. 31 0-958000 89 TP T-O P OKB
12. Eouesis Ck. 31 -9400 202 TP T-O P OKB/STU
Tributaries draininq from the East
13. Penticton Ck. 31 -3500 183 OH T-O P OKH
14. Naramata Ck. 31 -41 00 29 TP&OH T-O P OKH
15. Bellevue Ck. 31 -6200 95 TP&OH T-O P CKH
16. Thompson Bk. 31 0-7965000 TP&OH T-O P OKH
17. Mission Ck. 31 -6300 916 TP&OH T-O P CKH
18. Kelowna Ck. 31 -6500 261 TP&OH T-O P CKB/OKH
19. LowerVernon Ck. 31-9100 748 TP&SH T-O P CKB/OKH
20. - BX Ck. 31 -91 00-050 126 TP&SH T-O P CKH
21. Deeo Ck. 31 -9800 242 TP&SH T-O P ETU/OKB
TP - Thomoson Plateau
OH - Okanagan Highland
SH - Shushwap Highland
T-O P - Thompson-Okanagan Plateau

OKB - Okanagan Basin
OKH - Okanagan Highland
ETU - Eastern Thompson Highland
STU - Southern Thompson Highland
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Climate Station 1 Ecosection
Physiographic

Region 2 Latitude Longitudr
Elevatior

(m)

Normal Precipitation (mm) 3

Mean Annual
Temperature

Period o1

RecordAnnual
May to
Sent

Annual
Snowfall

Greatest
Dailv

Csoyoos OKH OH 49.02 119.26 29i 340 2 36.2 67.3 40.s '10.0 1 954-91
Csovoos Wesl OKH OH 49.02 119.26 29i 303.€ 23.4 53.8 4( 99 1 967-98
Oliver STP OKB TP 49.01 119.33 297 2,ñ7 ç 30.2 57.1 9.9 1924-98
Oliver OKB TP 49.01 ílo ?a 31t 301 .1 zó.: 51 ot 91 1 938-98
Ckanaoan Falls OKB TP 49.19 llo ?? JJ' 281. 03.1 oö.c 40( 1 965-68
Beaverdell OKH OH 49.25 1 19.06 768 472.2 / b-t z+o.a J4.{ 1 925-98
Penticton A OKH OH 49.28 1 19.36 344 308.t 42 44.t 8.9 '1941-98

Summerland CDA OKB ÏP 49 34 I 19.39 +c4 291.1 zo.a 77.7 45.t 89 1 91 6-95
Summerland CDA EL OKB TP ¿+Y.J¿+ 1 19.38 J4C 276.! 23 68.7 39.1 o? 1 949-64
Peachland OKB TP 49 46 119.43 424 324.t 14.7 122.1 33.t on 1971-98
Peachland Brenda Mines OKH TP 49.52 120.00 152C 634.( 207.4 391.4 ^c ¿v 1 968-93
McCulloch OKH TP 49.48 119.12 125( 702.( 277.1 370.: 4.J. ¿ 28 I 923-96
Kelowna Lakeview OKB TP 49.51 119.34 427 330.i 128.t 121 88 I 952-98
Joe Rich Creek OKH ÏP 49.51 r r 9.08 87l 579.¿ 274.t 172.ç bJ.t z+o 1 928-98
Kelowna CDA OKB ÏP lY.CZ 119.25 481 322.i 131, 96.7 33.t 77. I 950-70
Kelowna OK colleoe OKB TP 49.52 119.29 eRl 329.i 142.1 B3.e 34.4 öo 1 969-98
(elowna Bowes Street OKB TP 49.53 119.28 351 31t 128.1 80.7 32 B7 1961-69
(elowna OKB TP 49.54 119.28 354 332.1 136.: 96.S A?E 1 899-62
(elowna A OKB TP 49.58 119.23 42ç 312.4 1 39.1 103.t aa r', 7.2 1 968-98
/úinfield OKB TP 50 02 119.25 50: 332.2 141.4 106.' 37.t 82 1971-98
)kanaoan Centre OKB TP 50 04 119 27 341 355.f 147.e B0.t 43.7 öo I 925-98
f,vama OKB TP 50.07 119.22 39( 386.€ toat.: 91 Jv.r 7B 1 965-97

-umby OKH SH 50.15 1 18.58 Ãô( 420.? 192.e 143.1 65 1 959-98

-umby Siqalet Rd OKH SH 50.22 118.46 56( 547.4 248.? 15i ó2.: 1 970-98
úernon ETU TP 50.14 1 19.17 ÃÃr 347.7 150.e 102.t 29.r 79 1971-94
úernon Coldstream Ranch ETU ÏP 50.14 119.12 48t 447.4 204.t 123.i 55.S 75 I 900-97
Westwold OKB TP 50 28 1 19.03 61( 352.1 172.2 92( ot 1921 -98
Salmon Arm EÏU ùñ 50.42 119.15 50( 533.7 202.1 175.f 49.t 76 1911-82
Salmon Arm 2 ETU SH 50.42 119.17 JY( 530.S 195.2 159.r 42.Í 7B 1 950-86

Table 3: Selected Glimate Stations in the Okanagan Watershed

1. Climate stations are listed from south to north.
2. OKH is Okanagan Highland, OKB, Okanagan Basin, and ETU Eastern Thompson Upland. OH is Okanagan Highland, TP, Thompson Plateau and

SH, Shuswap Highland.
3. Climate normals are from l96l to 1990, where available; otherwise thev are from 1951 to 1980.
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Table 4: Channel Stability in the Okanagan Lake Tributaries

Channel Resoonse Human Modifications
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Tribularies drainino from the West
l.Trout Ck.

Prairie Vallev Ck.
. Eneas Ck.
. Peachland Ck. O o o o o o o
. Ireoanier Ck. o
. Powers Ck O o o

7. McDouoall Ck
. Lamblv Gk. o o o o
. Shorts Ck. o

10. Whiteman Ck.
11. Naswhito Ck.
12 Eouesis Ck.

Tributaries drainino from the East
'13. Penticton Ck. o o o o
14. Naramata Ck. o o O

'15 Bellevue Ck.
16. Thomoson Bk. o
17. Mission Ck O O o o o
18. Kelowna Ck. o o o O o
19. Lower Vernon Ck. o o o o
20. - BX Ck.
1. Deeo Ck.
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Table 5: Fish Periodicity Chart for Mission Creek, Kelowna, British Columbia

ipec¡es Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Flow Standard (%mad)

Ecological Needs/lssue
Fish food production

Wetland/trib Iinkage

F lushi n g/Chan nel lVla i ntenance

Stream Temps>7 C

lcing (Code = B)

XXXX

xx)O(

xxxx

XXXX

XþO( XXXX

xxxx
XXXX

XXXX

rcoo(

XDO(

xÐo(

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

xxxx
xxxx

)cüx

xxxx

XXXX

XXXX

xxxx

XXXX

Ð0(

Ðoo( )ooo(

xxx

2oo/omad; Riffle maintenance

100
>400 for several days on
alternative years

May 1-OcL21
'1997 reference year

Hydrology '

Net monthly flow (%mad)
lVleaq Mgnthly flow (7em9_d)

Co¡rs+ruation Flow l%nradÌ
Observed Mean Flows (L/s)
{ìi¡+','*rr+<i ir?ir ì!4(}rìliìiy i1-1.ì}

'r¡1 i¿IvÊ¿l ?.lili i,"4.+4ihj .% \f ¡ì:J ì

17
13%
20%
1 050
:11n
4tl;,

22
13%
2A%
1010
)f;3
4rt..

3l
18o/o

ãû%
1480
li{ti
til,

131

69%
35%
5560
11.]{}
:l¿ii,.

374
283%
-l1i/t

22900
iì7i:i)
Ìj-1';t,

318
275o/o

71%
22200
'J1(t(i A

,]f'ri

1U
75%
3J-1$

6030
l)2"1
'i2.'t,

5Í
27o/o

295/e

2160
71',;:

\Jr,\

34
3?%
20%
2630
iit;
81lo

33
28%
2G%

2230
5.lt
7t'1¿

25
23o/o

2ßa/.

1 840
4ì11
ð"'ix

21

15lo
?Ac/q

1240
4Aç {,

D%

Highest per event ¡n month

Note: 1987 a very dry yearl!!
%mad values

Rainbow Trout (stream and m¡gt

SmolVmigrant passage

Adult passage

Spawning

lncubation

Emergence

Rearing fiuveniles)

Rearing (adults)

Over-w¡ntering

atory lakr

XXXX

pops)

)o(Xx xxxx

xx

xxxx

xxxx
xxxx

Ðr

X)

XXXX

xxxx

xxxx
xxxx
xxxx
XXXX

XXXX

xxxx

XX

n(

XXXX

xxxx

X

XXXX

xÞo(

Ðc(

xxx
xxx) XXXX

50

71 for days-weeks

71 for days-weeks

20

20; 17 4 days where temps>7
degrees C
55; '174 days where temp97
degrees C

20

)ooo( )oo0( XX

)000(

þoo(
)ooo(

XXXX

xxxx

)ür
)oo

x)ofi
)00c( rcoo( )ooo(

þU

2Oo/omad or 1600 L/s; riffle
coverage; min passage flow of
11-14o/omad or850to 1130 L/s

20

1 Mission Creek Naturalized Mean Annual D¡scharge (mad in L/s) = 8080 L/s at WSC Stat¡on 08NM116



Annual Flood Maximum or "peak" daily flow of the year.

Annual Flow Average oÏ the darly llows oeÛveen January -l ano uecemoer J-l

for a particular year.

Annual 7 day low flow The lowest average flow for 7 consecutive days between
January 1 and December 31. Same as "7 day mean low".

Daily flow Average flow for the period midnight to midnight.

Mean Annual Flood Average of the annual floods for a stated historic period.

Mean Annual Flow Average of the annual flows for a stated historic period.

Mean Annual 7 day low flow Average of the 7 day low flows for a stated historic period.

Mean August flow Average of the August flows for a stated historic period.

Mean September flow \verage of the September flows for a stated historic period.

Mean summer 7 day low flow \verage of the summer 7 day low flows for a stated historic period.

Mean winter 7 day low flow \verage of the winter 7 day low flows for a stated historic period.

Naturalized flow Vleasured flows, adjusted with upstream water licenses, to represent the
lows that would occur in the absence of regulation and extraction.

Summer 7 day low flow Ihe lowest average flow for 7 consecutive days between May 1 and
f,ctober 31.

t/Vater Demand Sum of all the consumptive uses upstream of a reference point, as
¡stimated from water licenses.

Winter 7 day low flow Ihe lowest average flow for 7 consecutive days between November 1

end Aoril 30.

Unit Flow Ihe flow at a reference point, usually a Water Survey of Canada station, divided
ry the basin area above that reference point.

Table 6: Definitions of Flow Gharacteristics
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Table 7: Hydrology of the Tributaries to Okanagan Lake

1. Harvesting data provided by Ministry of Forests, expressed as percentage of total watershed area.
2. Licenseddemandcalculatedfromwaterlicencesabovethebasinmouth,asdescribedinthemainbodyofthetext. Landlmprovementlicenses

are not included in the demands.
3. Natural flow characteristics calculated by regional analysis, naturalization or from previous studies, as described in Appendix A. Mean annual floods

are based on recorded flows and have not been naturalized.
4. Flow characteristics naturalized from WSC records if gauge number is shown. See Appendix A for details.
5 Subzone designations are from Obedkoff (1998).

Stream Name
WSC

Gauge

Number a

lubzone 5
Basin
Area

(mouth)

(km')

Harvest as a Percentaoe of Watershed Licensed Demand (L/s)' Estimated Natural Flows (m"/s) "

Pre-
1980

1 980-
1989

'1990-

1 999
2000 Unknown Aug Sept Jan

Mean
Annua

Mean
Flood

Mean l\¡onthly Mean 7-day Flow

AUg Sept Jan Summer W¡nter

Tributaries drainina from the West
l.Trout Ck. 0 75S 8.00/, 6.71' 4 2"/, 0.1Y( 11.501 20( 81 2.6f 2! 09i ^7E 04t 04c 0.2s
2. Prairie Vallev Ck. o 2i L o.o2 0t 001 0.00: 0.00Í 0.00: 0.00i
3. Eneas Ck. o 9( 2 1o/( o ool 0.001 0.00/, 7 10/, 11 4t L 0'l 94 0.0( 0.05 0.0Í 0.0: o.o2
4. Peachland Ck. NM159 o 145 6.1o/( 1 201 7 001 o.ooÁ 13.10/< 0.57 27 o.2t o.2l 011 01€ 0.0t
5. Treoanier Ck. NM155 o ¿ct 6.801 1 07' 2.Ool o.ooÁ 14.1o/( lo¡ 4^' ot 1.1 o3t u -z: 01( 01: 01
6. Powers Ck, o

.IAE
9.1o/( 4.301 6.4o/. 0.00/, 7.40/, 13t 7t 42 0.92 8! 0.3t u.zt 0l 021 01

7. McDouoall Ck. 2 9o/( 1 301 0.401 0.00Á 13.4o/t 5( 5( 5€ 01 4l 00r 00: 0.ot 0.02 001
B. Lamblv Ck. 242 20 8o/( 13.201 0.9%, 0.00/¿ 15.90/, 171 22 061 0.5c 0.2( 01c 01
9. Shorts Ck. NM151 18t 10 60/( 4.201 5 001 0.0% 4 9Y( 13( 1 0.2i 01 0.0{ 0.0€ U.UJ

10. Whiteman Ck. NM046 Zlz 9.70/, 5.47' 5.2Tt 0.00/, 4 70/, ót L 12t 1 04( ^24 01 0.2Í 01
11. Naswhito Ck. 8t 4.801 14.5o/' 8.6%t o.oo/¿ 6 00/, 3f 031 011 0.0s 00t 0.0€
12. Equesis Ck. NM161 20( 11.40/, 4.8o/' 2.5Y, 0.00i. 11 .3./\ 1Á- 5/ 07( 5€ UJ/ 0.27 01 0l 0.0t
Tributaries draininq From the East
13. Penticton Ck. o 184 4.30/, 0.27, 7 1V, 0.20/, 1 70/, 13t 11S 04i 03[ 0.21 0.2c 01
14. Naramata Ck. o óL g 901 6.101 11 .5o/t 0 00/, 6.9% e,^. 151 01( 1 001 00: 0.0i 001 001
15. Bellevue Ck. NMO35 o 9: O 6o/( 8.401 9.60/, 0.00/, B 50/, 1 042 5€ 001 0.05 0.0, 0.03 o0t
16. Thomoson Bk D 0.005 0.005
17. Mission Ck. c 84t 5 O'/( 12.57, 3 4"Á O.Oo/c 8.7o/t 1264 53( 8.0t ÃC 461 2.71 131 lJz 10s
18. Kelowna Ck. NMO53 261 3.4o/( 3.301 2.4Y, o.oo/, 13.30/, zta 8t 4 1.1 44 ub! 0.62 o.3t 03: o.2!
19. Vernon Ck 74t 4.60tr 6.4"1 2.OYt 0 00/, R 701 1652 112 t 7BC 334 7Í 19t 114 0.5i o4î 03r
20. - BX Ck. 131 1 Bol 2.001 O.6Yt 0 00/, 20.3o/t 397 ¿oa 171 067 03t u.z: 011 01c 007
21. Deep Ck. NM153 ¿+a 3.8"/( 1 201 1 9o/. 0 00/< 10.8%t zz4 tot 11t 0.5t 22 n?, 0.3f 044 0.2t, 03r
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Stream Name SSIS Number
Drainage

Area (km2)
% Ë|A1 EtA 1km2) 

2'3'4

Urban Develooment

Low Density

(km')

Medium
Density

lkm2)

High
Density

lkm2)

Commercial

lndustrial (km2)

(elowna Ck. 31 -6500 260.1 2.801 7.2t 11 óz 1 72
Bellevue Ck. 31 -6200 O.4o/t 0.41 0.09e 19t 0.4t 0.00:
Naramata Ck. 31-4'100 30.i 7.9Y, 2.3Í L ¿¿ 0.03, 2!
)eeo Ck. 31 -9800 245.t 0.7Y, 1.6f 0.147 30s 1(
B.X. Ck. 31 -91 00-050 130.7 0.7yt 0.Bf U.¿I 0.64 0.21 0.8i
Powers Ck. 3l -5700 144.5 0.OYt 0.0( 0-8€ U.Z:

Peachland Ck.' 31 -5000 148.1 0.0Y, 0.0Í 0.4Ê 0.'tt
Vernon Ck. " 31 -91 00 748.i O.2o/t 1.480t 0.7f 0.0r 1?E

Table 8: Urban Development ¡n the Okanagan Lake Basin

1. %ÉlA calculated by dividing the total effective impervìous area of the basin by the basin drainage area

2. Assumes Total lmpervious Area ìs 10%-Low, 20%-Medium, 35%-High, 9O%-Commercial/lndustrial

3. Assumes that Effective lmpervious Area is 40% of total for Low density, 50% of total for Medium density, 80% of total for High density, 95% of total for
Gommercial/lndustrial.

4. The resulting EIA is calculated by multiplying 2x3x area of each urban development: 4Vo-Low,1O%-lVed, 23%-High,86%-Commercial/lndustr¡al.
5 For Powers creek and Peachland creek: the urban area values are from the Regional District of Central Okanagan OCP. Estimated zoning types areTSY,
Low Density, 25% Med Density. For Vernon creek: zoning of several surrounding townships are estimated from 1:50,000 NTS maps and Regional District of
Central Okanagan OCP. Low density development is assumed except where it is specifically ¡ndicated to be multifamily or commercial/industria..
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Table 9: Glassification of BG Water Licences

No Use Class Description (uses included) Units
---------eoMstt trt PT tvE

1 Waterworks -conveyed by local authority (mun¡pallty,
regional or improvement district) to more
than 5 dwellings

-conveyed by others (individual, utility, lndian
band)

¡allonsiday

qallons/year

¿ )omestic use -water use for up to four dwellings, gardens
to /+ acre, stock watering

3allonsiday

)ulpmills -water for processing :ubic feeVsecond

4 ndustrial -processing (sawmills, food, manufacturing,
etc.)

-cooling
-enterprise (hotels, motels, restaurants, etc.)

-ponds
-watering
-bottling for sale
-commercial bulk export
-mineral water sold in containers and used in

bathing pools

-all other industrial uses

tny

lrrigation -conveyed by Water District or other
authority or private individual

-use on cultivated lands or hay meadows

acre-feet

o Land imorovement r.g. draining property, creating ponds any

7 Mnng -hydraulic, washing coal, processing ore,
olacer

lny

I Power generation -residential, commercial, general cubic feeUsecond

I Storage - nonpower -storage for purposes other than power
teneration

acre-feet

10 Storage - power 'storage for power production acre-feet

lonservation 'storage (e.9. waterfowl habitat
¡nhancement)
.use of water (e.9. hatchery)
.construction of works in and around a

;tream (e.9. fish culture, fish ponds,
rersonal)

any
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Table 10: Licensed Storage and Demands in the Tributaries to Okanagan Lake

Licensed Withdrawals 1 Licensed NonPower Storage ' L¡censed Demand '

Stream Name
Domestic
(gaìs/day)

lrrigation
(acre-feet)

Waterworks
(gals/day)

I ndustrial
(gals/day)

Conser-
vation (cfs

Other
Storage

lrr¡gat¡on
Storage

Waterworks
Storage

(gals/day)

Conser-
valon

Storage
lac-flì

Total
Annual

Demand
r-31"\

Adjusted
August

Demand
lLls)

Adjusted
September

Demand
lLlsl

Adjusted
January
Demand

lLlsì

Tributar¡es Draìnina from the West

l.Trout Ck. 1 3,650 15 741 838.562 14 000 14.01E óJJ.CDZ 0.66 200 81 2

2. Prairie Vallev Ck
3. Eneas Ck. 3.524 1,001 3.00 1,462 1,099 9.14 44 0

4 Peachland Ck 3.500 2.47 2.853.1 13 1.300 11.45 6.014 1.416 o.25

5 TreDanier Ck 36,000 1,577 1.O44 714 10,31 657 1.500 120 o.12 ol 103 61

6. Powers Ck 2.500 4.272 1.467,O49 3.00 770 2,706 724 t60 o24 34 78 42
7. McDouoall Ck. 7.750 I to 1.285.057 911 194 01 56 56

8. Lamblv Ck 4 500 5,145 4.439 479 6 000 9.417 2.823 2.176.289 044
9. Shorts Ck 4 000 294 256,7 0.01 2 000 003 0 0

10. Whiteman Ck. 6.500 650 003 75 0

. Naswh¡to Ck. 2 000 822 003 vc aa 0

12 Eoues¡s Ck. 8 500 J,JO4 2.000 006 892 1,253 333 0.1 3 42 57 1

Tributar¡es Drainino from the East
13. Penticton Ck 1.000 4 519 4.020 000 327.749 7.753 1.52'l LOOY. t ¿¿ 0.41 0 0

14. Naramata Ck. 1,000 3,070 211 013 361 151 12

15. Bellevue Ck 92 2.OO 1 33 000 10

16. Thomoson Bk.
17. Mission Ck. 41.750 48.599 4j29.411 680.999 7.95 38.1 50 3,869,411 o25 2.16 1.264 536 55

18. Kelowna Ck 10,000 13 006 31 2.500 41.614 10 83 11j82 297,500 0.53 215 88 q

19 LowerVernon Ck. 94,450 22459 22,009.215 767,517 Ò.J I 1,996 12 953 8.542.379 2.265 2.08 1.652 1,127 780

8.500 z ¿c+ c.¿c¿,cvu 5.072 0.01 352 2,1 00,500 2.264 0.37 Jv¿ 265 177

. UEEO UK 1 200 1.414 89.000 2.O89.414 493 89,000 o17 224 160 118

Total 24E,3UU 131.t 
^)

41 .414.U4 t 5,483,780 44.81 31,216 88,516 1 8,593,856 2,385 t tt3 4. /UE 2.555 1,130

1 Licensed withdrawals and licensed storage are the totals above the mouth of each stream lnformation obta¡ned from Type #2 reports from the

l\4¡nistry of EnvÌronment, Lands and Parks Water Rights lnformation System Storage ¡s div¡ded ¡n irr¡gation, wateMorks and non-power as described in the report.

2. Licensed demand calculated for the mouth of each stream from withdrawals adjusted for associated storage, as described in the main body of the report.
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Table 11: Sensitivity lndices for the Tributaries to Okanagan Lake

1. Water Survey of Canada (WSC) gauge numbers used for calculating actual August and September flows. See text for details.
2. Actual Aug and Sept are estimated actual flows for these two months calculated from WSC gauging records near the stream mouths.

Aug and Sept Use are net demands in these months; SQ7L2 and WQ7L2 are summer and winter mean 7 day low flows;

Aug and Sept are mean August and September monthly flows; Q¡¿ is mean annual flow; Q2 is the mean annual Instantaneous

flood; Recent and total refer to area logged in the watershed; basin is total watershed area.
3. All indices expressed as percentages.

Stream Name Gauge 1

Summer Water Use ' Low Flows 2
Peak Flows ' Logging 2

lndex I
Actual

Aug/Q¡¡

lndex 2
Actual

SepVQa¡

lndex 3
Aug

UseiAug

lndex 4
Qanf

UseiSept

lndex 5

sQ7L2/

Q¡¡

lndex 6
wQ7L2/

Q¡n

lndex 7
Q2/QAA

lndex I
RecenV

Basin Area

lndex 9
Total/

Basin Are¿

Tl'ibutaries draining from the West

l.Trout Ck. NMI58 14% 12% 22% 11% 15Yo 11% 928% 11o/o 30%
2. Prairie Vallev Ck. o% Oo/o 15"/" 11% o% 0%o

l. Eneas Ck. 188% 91o/o 15Vo 4 40/ttlo o% 9o/o

+. Peacnland uK. NM159 44o/o 44% 0% 0% 26% 14% 482% B% 27%
ïreoanier Ck. NM155 15% 11% SOYo 46% 12o/o 1Oo/o 163o/0 3% 24%

i. Powers Ck. NM157 29% 27% 42% 30% zz-/o 14% 966% 11% 27o/o

7. McDouoall Ck. 137Y" 169% 15% 11% 2% 1ÙYo

3. Lamblv Ck. NMOO3 5o/o 4% 0% o% 6% 7% 1250% 14Y" 51Yo

l. Shorts Ck. NMI5I 17Yo 13% o% 0% 4o/o 2% 965% 9% 25%
'10. Whiteman Ck. NM046 2BYo 26% 19Yo 9% 22% 12% 896% 11% 25%
11. Naswhito Ck. 88% 44% 15% 11o/o 23% 34Yo

12. Eouesis Ck. NM161 33% 30Yo 38% 21Yo 27%o 11Yo 793% 7% 3OYo

Tributaries draining from the East

13. Penticton Ck. NM118 10% 19% 0% 0o/o 15% 11% 880% 8% 14%
14. Naramata ck. 1080% 556% 15% 11% 18% 34%
15. Bellevue Ck. NMO35 14% 1 1Yo 15% 8% 7% 4% 1404% 18% 27Yo

16. Thomoson Bk. 0% 0o/o

17. Mission Ck. NM1I6 29% 33% 27% 20% 16Y" 13% 7'¿.Fo/^ 16Yo 30%
18. Kelowna Ck. NM053 41o/o 45% 31%o 14% 28% 22%o 378% 6% 22%

19. Vernon Ck. NMI60 34Yo 24% BTYo 99o/o 13% 10o/o 224% 8% 19To

20. - BX Ck. NM123 28% 27o/o 104Yo 117o/o 15% 11o/o 495% 3% 25o/o

21. Deep Ck. NM153 24% 34% 63% 46% 47% 62Yo 405% 3% 18%
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Table 12: Most Sensitive Streams t

Less Than
Conservation Flows

Water Demand Summer Low Flows Winter Low Flows Peak Flows Urbanization Forest Harvesting

lndices 3 & 4 lndex 6 Index 7 lndices I & I

Trout Creek Naramata Ck Shorts Ck Shorts Ck Scour Naramata Ck Lamblv Ck
ïreoanier Creek Eneas Ck Lamblv Ck Bellevue Ck (Hish lndices) Kelowna Ck Naswhito Ck
amblv Creek N/cDouqall Ck Bellevue Ck -amblv Ck Lamblv Creek Naramata Ck

Shorts Creek B.X. Creek Treoanier Ck Trepanier Ck Bellevue Creek Bellevue Ck
)enticton Creek Nashwhito Ck Lower Vernon Ck Treoanier Creek Vlission Ck
3ellevue Ck Sedimentation

(Low lndices)
Lower Vernon Ck
Kelowna Creek
Peachland Creek
Deep Creek

1. Criteria for selection described in the main body of the report.
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nhc

A. ESTIMATING NATURAL FLOWS

4.1 INrnonucrroN

The Water Survey of Canada has gauged most of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake; however,
none of the tributaries has a continuous record at its mouth over the period from 1961 to 1995

that canbe used to calculate its natural flow characteristics. Consequently, these characteristics

must be estimated by regional hydrologic analysis, from analyses in other reports, by
naturalízation and adjustment of flow records from gauges near the mouth, or by transfer from
upstream gauges (Table A1).

Obedkoff (1998) completed the most recent regional analysis for the area suffounding Okanagan

Lake, predicting mean annual runoff and lO-year retum period instantaneous maxima for five
subzones. He also included regional curves for summer and annual l0-year return period 7-day
low flows. To extend his analysis, we selected 17 gauging stations from his subzones l2b,l2c
and I2e that had natural flow (Table A2). These stations had complete or nearly complete
records over the base period from 1961 to 1995, with watershed areas greater than 10 km' but
less than I44kú]. Flåw characteristics, watershed areas and median elevations are summarized
in Table A1 (see Coulson and Obedkoff 1998). Most of these watersheds lie at high elevations
around the rim of the OkanaganLake Valley.

Regression of natural flow characteristics on physiography resulted either in relationships that
were not statistically significant or ones that predicted flows at the mouths of the tributaries that
did not agree with measured flows. The poor results at the mouths of the tributary streams are

thought to result from the unusual distribution of the streams and from extrapolation beyond the

range of watershed areas included in the data set. Efforts at additional regional hydrologic
analysis to predict natural flow characteristics at the mouths of the tributaries were abandoned.

We adopted several different approaches to estimate the various natural flow characteristics. A
considerable effort was put into estimating mean annual runofl as described in the following
Sections 4.2. Where practical, we have relied on naturalization of Water Survey of Canada
records to estimate natural flow characteristics. However, for ungauged streams, a variety of
other techniques were adopted to estimate natural flow characteristics, as described in the

following sections.

^.2 
Mnarq ANTNUAL Runorn (Frcw) .

At least three techniques are available to estimate mean arulual flow (runoff) in the Okanagan

Lake tributaries. Letvak (1980a; 1980b) developed regression equations that relate natural
runoff for a particular year to watershed characteristics such as area, median elevation, distance

to a barrier and a latitude index. Separate equations were prepared for the west side and east side

tributaries, with the equations for the west side tributaries involving second and third orders of
the physiographic variables. The runoff is predicted for a particular year, which is then adjusted

IIydrologl,t, Water Use ønd Conservation Flows
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to a long-teÍn mean through a regional frequency curve for annual runoff at WSC gauges.

Estimates of mean annual flow are thereby adjusted to the 1965 to 1978 historic period. Later
analysis suggested that updating the regional frequency curve gauges had little effect on the
long-term estimates (Lefvak 1994). Various reports by Letvak (1983a; 1984; 1989) quote long-
term mean annual runoff for the larser tributaries to Okanasan Lake often calculated from his
regional equations.

As part of predicting flows, we calculated areas and median elevations for the watersheds above
the mouths of many of the tributaries to Okanagan Lake (Table A3). Also, in order to utilize
existing regression equations (i.e. Letvak 1980a & b) we calculated elevation indices, distances
to the generalized 2,500-foot contour and latitude indices for the watersheds above the mouths of
some of the tributaries. These data are not reported.

The standard error is about 15 mm (0.6 inches) for the equation for the west side tributaries and
about 40 mm (1.5 inches) for the east side tributaries. The equations are biased and they predict
annual runoff of less than zero for watersheds with low median elevations. They are not
recommended for median elevations of less than about 1,200 m or so; as a result, they cannot be
applied to Eneas, Thompson, Prairie Valley or Vernon Creeks. The equations also predict
negative runoff when applied to Naswhito Creek andnear-zero runoff when applied to Kelowna
(Mill) Creek. Table A3 summarizes the mean annual runoffs predicted by applying Letvak's
equations to some of the tributary watersheds.

The second procedure is to use a graphical relationship between median elevation and annual
runoff for subregions l2b, I2c, and I2e to estimate annual runoff for the tributary watersheds
from Obedkoff (1998). His graphs are based on natural mean annual flow for the 1961 to 1995
normal period, as described in Coulson and Obedkoff (1998). The predictive curves can be
extrapolated to median elevation of less than 1,000 m and consequently can be used to prepare
estimates for the low elevation tributaries.

The third procedure is to naturalize gauging records at the mouths of the tributaries with total
licensed demands. First, reported mean annual flows at the WSC gauges were adjusted to the
1961 to 1995 period by multiplying them by the average inflow to Okanagan Lake over the
period of record at the gauge, divided by the average inflow to Okanagan Lak -e from 1961 to
1995. After this adjustment, flows were converted to runoff and the annual demand (expressed
as a runoff) added (Table A3). As described in the main report, actual water use is usually less
than licensed demand; consequently this approach is likely to over-estimate natural mean annual
flows.

Table A3 summarizes our recoÍrmended mean annual runoffs for the tributaries to Okanagan
Lake. Often, we have adopted a compromise between the estimate derived by naítralizing WSC
records and other estimates.

Hydrology, úI/uter Use ønd Conservation Flows
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Regional estimates for Eneas Creek seemed far too low when compared to the limited gauging

records; consequently, the mean annual runoff as increased above that calculated from Obedkoff
(1ee8).

4.3 Mn¡.N AxNu¡.r- Fr,oor
Two approaches were used to estimate mean annual instantaneous maxima. First, the regional
analysis of Obedkoff (1998) was adjusted to predict mean arurual instantaneous floods. He
provided curves relating l0-year instantaneous maxima to watershed area for each of his
subzones, which can be expressed a

Qro : C*Ao'78s

Where Q1s is the ten-year instantaneous maxima, expressed inm'/s, and A is watershed area in
km'. The coefficient C is calculated to be 0.37 in sttbze I2e,0.71 in subzone l2b and 0.83 in
subzone 12c. Ratios of Z-year to lO-year instantaneous floods seem to average about 0.6.

Consequently, the above equation (1) was applied to the tributary watershed with a coefftcient of
0.22 for those in subzone 12e.0.43 for those in subzone I2b, and 0.50 for those in subzone 12c.

Applying Equation (1) over-predicted peak flows at the mouths of the tributaries by about a

factor of two, when compared to observed streams with natural flow, such as Shorts and
Whiteman Creeks.

The second approach was based on analysis of the reported mean annual floods in Table 42. For
these streams, watershed area was signihcantly correlated with mean annual flood; median
elevation showed little independent correlation. The correlation with watershed area was
strongest with untransformed variables. The constant and coeff,icient for the linear regression
equation, relating mean annual flood to watershed area are shown in the following table:

The above equation over-estimates mean annual floods for the very small and very large
watersheds, again by a factor of about two. (The log-log regression produced a coefficient
(exponent) greater than 1 and it greatly over-estimates floods in the large tributaries.)

Consequently, we have calculated the mean annual flood from measured annual maxima at the
Water Survey of Canada gauges. Mean annual instantaneous floods were calculated directly
from WSC gauging records, where instantaneous measurements are available. Where they are

not, daily mean annual floods were adjusted to instantaneous values with an instantaneous to
daily (I/D) ratio of 1.09, based on Shorts Creek at the mouth (08NM151) and other natural
gauges. Mean annual floods were then adjusted to the 1961 to 1995 period following the

Hydrology, Ví/uter Use and Conservøtion Flows
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procedure described in Section A.2. lt is recognized that storage may greatly reduce peak flows
in some watersheds and the quoted values may often be less than natural floods.

For ungauged streams the second approach (above) was adopted to predict mean annual floods.

The mean annual flood in Prairie Creek was estimated to be 0.5 m'/s. No prediction was

provided for Thompson Brook.

A.4 MnnN MoNrrnv Flows

For tributaries with WSC gauges near their mouths and little or no storage in their watersheds
(less than 10%o of mean annual flow), reported mean monthly flows for August, September and

January were adjusted to the 1961 to 1995 period following the procedure described in Section

4.2. They were then nattyalizedwith the licensed demands from Table 7, for the following
streams:

Peachland Creek at the mouth (05NM159): Flow characteristics calculated from this record
were naturalized with licensed demands above the mouth. They were assumed to represent

natural flows at the mouth, as there is almost no additional watershed area between the gauge

and the mouth. Monthly flows in late summer are a large portion of the mean annual flow.
Peachland Creek has an unusual annual hydrograph that is much less "peaky" than most

nearby streams (Appendix B).

Trepanier Creek at the mouth ()BNMI5 5); Flow characteristics calculated from this record
were naturalized with licensed demands above the mouth. They were assumed to represent

natural flows at the mouth, as there is almost no additional watershed area between the gauge

and the mouth. Monthly flows seem to be a very low percentage of mean annual flow at this
gauge, possibly as a result of losses to groundwater in the lowermost reaches.

Shorts Creek at the mouth (05NM151): Flow characteristics calculated from this record are

natural flows. They are assumed to represent flows at the mouth, as there is almost no

additional watershed area between the gauge and the mouth. No adjustment has been

incorporated for the reported losses to groundwater in the low 0.25 km of this stream.

Whiteman Creek near Vernon (08NM046) and lllhitentan Creek near the mouth (08NMLB0):

Flow characteristics calculated from these records were naturalized with licensed demands

above the mouth. They were assumed to represent natural flows at the mouth, as the

additional watershed area between the gauge and the mouth is at low elevation and is thought
to contribute little flow. No adjustment has been incorporated for losses to groundwater.

Despite the missing data atthe gauge and older flow records we preferred the naítralized
flow records to estimates from other approaches.

Hydrology, Wøter Use and Conservøtion Flows
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. Equesis Creek near the mouth (05NM161): Flow characteristics calculated from this record
were naturalized with licensed demands to the mouth. They v/ere assumed to represent

natural flows at the mouth, as there is almost no additional watershed area between the gauge

and the mouth. No adjustment has been incorporated for losses to groundwater in the lower
reaches.

. Bellevue Creek near Okanagan Mission (08NM035): Flow characteristics calculated from
this natural record ìMere assumed to represent natural flows at the mouth as the additional
watershed areato the mouth lies at low elevations and is thought to contribute little flow to
the creek. No adjustment has been incorporated for losses to groundwater in the lower
reaches. Comparison of overlapping records at the gauges near Okanagan Mission
(08NM035) and at the mouth (08NM156) shows little reduction in flows in August and

September but large losses in January. The apparent losses in January may result from
gauging errors, flows to groundwater, or uffecorded water use.

. Deep Creek at the mouth (0SNM1 5 3) : Flow characteristics calculated from this record were

natrtralized with licensed demands to the mouth. They were assumed to represent natural
flows at the mouth, as there is almost no additional watershed area between the gauge and the

mouth. Monthly flows in late summer at the gauge at the mouth are a greater percentage of
mean annual flow than at upstream gauges (at Armstrong, 08NM119 and at Young Road,

08NM177). This is assumed to result from groundwater inflows to Deep Creek along the

lower valley above Okanagan Lake. Note that reported January flows are greater than those

in the late summer (see Appendix B).

Mean monthly flows were also adjusted and naturalized for Kelowna Creek, despite signihcant
storage in the watershed, as it was felt that the o/omeanmonthly flow method described below
was not adequate to characterize its regime:

. Kelowna Creek near Kelowna (Lower Station) (08NM053): Flow characteristics calculated

from this record were adjusted to the 1961 to 1995 period and naturalized with licensed

demands to the mouth. They were then adjusted to the mouth based on the ratio of watershed

areas at the mouth and at the gauge (1.18). Flows were adjusted because it is thought that
groundwater inflows increase flows at the mouth above those recorded at the gauge.

Mean monthly flows, expressed as percentage of mean arurual flow, were not well correlated

with either watershed area or median elevation. Consequently, average natural or natarulized
monthly flows, expressed as a percentage of the mean annual flow, were adopted to predict

natural monthly flows for the tributaries not discussed above. The percentages observed in
Duteau Creek were used for watersheds on the east side of Okanagan Lake near Vemon in
subzone I2c -P .X., Vernon, Kelowna and Mission Creeks. Rood (1989) provides further
details on the Duteau Creek Watershed (see also Section 2). For the remaining watersheds lying
in subzones l2b and l}e, the average %monthly flows reported in Table 42, expressed as

Hydrologlt, Wøter Use and Conservation Flows
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percentage of mean annual flow, have been adopted for predicting natural mean monthly flows.
The coefficients ofvariation aroundthe averages quoted in Table Ã2 are abott30Yo for each of
the three months.

4.5 SBvnN Dlv Low Fr,ows

Obedkoff (1990) reports natural and observed summer and winter 7 day low flows, at a five-year
return period, for Peachland, Trepanier, Powers, Mission, Kelowna and Lower Vernon Creeks.

He naíyalized daily WSC gauging records, then adjusted estimated low flows to the mouth by
prorating by watershed area or by plotting estimates at various gauges and extrapolating the

general trend along the main stream. The records cover various periods but his natural 7 day low
flows are roughly representative of the 1965 to 1990 period. He generally classified his
estimates as "poor" or "tentative".

We have adopted some of his estimates for the above streams, adjusting them to mean an¡ual 7
day low flows. Based on a review of annual 7 day low flow frequency analyses for gauges on

the tributaries, the typical ratio of the five-year flow to the two-year one is 0.68. Consequently,

we multiplied Obedkoff s estimates by 1.47 to adjust to mean annual values before adding them
to Table 7. 'We 

did not adopt his estimate for Lambly Creek as the large storage volumes and the

two diversions from the watershed are thought to result in unreliable estimates from naturalizing
gauge records. We also did not adopt his estimates for Peachland Creek, as they seemed to be

much larger than observed flows at the gauge at the mouth. Instead we naturalized the observed

flows as described below.

Reported mean annual summer and winter 7 day flows were adjusted to the 1961 to 1995 period

following the procedure described in Section ,A..2 for the following streams. Summer 7 day low
flows were then naturalized with licensed demands from September; winter ones with licensed

demands from January (Table 7).

Shorts Creek at the mouth (08NM151); Flows at the gauge are natural flows assumed to be

representative of those at the mouth, as there is almost no additional watershed area between

the gauge and the mouth. No adjustment has been incorporated for the known losses to
groundwater in the low 0.25 km of this stream. Note that ar¡rual minimums mostly occur in
winter at this gauge.

Whiteman Creek near Vernon (08NM046) and Witeman Creek near the mouth (08NM180):
Flow characteristics calculated from this record were assumed to represent natural flows at

the mouth, as the additional watershed area between the gauge and the mouth is at low
elevation and is thought to contribute little flow. No adjustment has been incorporated for
losses to sroundwater.
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Equesis Creeknear the mouth ()BNMl6I):Flow characteristics calculated from this record
were assumed to represent natural flows at the mouth, as there is almost no additional
watershed area between the gauge and the mouth. No adjustment has been incorporated for
losses to groundwater in the lower reaches. Note that annual minimums are split between
suÍrmer and winter at this gauge.

Bellevue Creek near Okanagan Mission (08NM035): Flow characteristics calculated from
this record are natural and were assumed to represent flows at the mouth as the additional
watershed areato the mouth is at low-elevation and thought to contribute little flow to the
creek. No adjustment has been incorporated for losses to groundwater in the lower reaches.
Comparison of overlapping records at the gauges near Okanagan Mission (08NM035) and at
the mouth (08NM156) shows little reduction in flows in August and September but large
losses in January. These losses may result from gauging errors, flows to groundwater or
unrecorded water use.

Mean 7 day low flows, expressed as percentage of mean annual flow, were not well correlated
with either watershed area or median elevation. Consequently,T day low flows in Table A2
were expressed as a percentage of the mean annual flow, as were natural 7 day flow estimates by
Obedkoff (1990) for Trepanier, Powers, Mission and Vernon Creeks, and averaged. Mean
suÍrmer 7 day low flows averaged l5o/o of mean annual flow; winter ones, IIYo of mean annual
flow. These percentages were used to calculate natural 7 day low flows for those tributaries not
discussed above, including those without stream gauging records and those with large storage
volumes or major diversions where natwalization of gauging records is not thought to be
effective.

4.6 Mrscnr,r,aNrousMnasunnMENTS

Monthly flows in August and September for Thompson Brook were estimated from Kfuk (2000)
based on his reported miscellaneous measurements from the summer of 1999. Note that flows
were well above average in 1999 at most stream gauges and the above approach likely
overestimates long term monthly mean flows.
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Table A1: Estimating Natural Flows for Tributaries to Okanagan Lake

1 . Mean annual floods are based on reported annual maxima or calculated from regional flood regression equations
2. Mean monthly flows are either naturalized from WSC gauging records with licensed demand or est¡mated as a

percentage of mean annual flow.
3. Mean 7 day low flows are either naturalized, calculated as percentage of mean annual flow or adjusted from values

quoted in Obedkoff (1 990).

Stream Name
Watershed

Area (km2)

Mean
Annual

Flood I

Mean Monthly

Flows 2

Summer 7 Day

Low Flow 3

Winter 7 Day

Low Flows 3

fr¡butaries drainino from the West
l.Trout Ck. 762 reported %mean annual %mean annual %mean annual
2. Praiie Vallev Ck. 14 estimated %mean annual %mean annual %mean annual
l. Eneas Ck. 101 reoresston %mean annual %mean annual %mean annual
t. Peachland Ck. 159 reported naturalize Obedkoff (1990) Obedkoff (1990)

i. Treoanier Ck 252 reported naturalize Obedkoff 11990) Obedkoff (1 990)
i. Powers Ck 169 reported %mean annual Obedkoff (1990) Obedkoff (1990)

/. McDouqall Ck. 53 renresston 7oÍìêâlì âfìllUâl %mean annual %mean annual
l. Lamblv Ck. 238 reported %mean annual Obedkoff (1990) Obedkoff (1990)

l. Shorts Ck. 191 reported naturalize raturalize naturalize
10. Whiteman Ck. 213 reDorted naturalize raturalize naturalize
1 1. Naswhito Ck. RO reqressron %mean annual /omêarì âflñUâl %mean annual
12. Eouesis Ck 202 reported naturalize naturalize naturalize

Iributaries drainino from the East
13. Pent¡cton Ck, 183 reported %mean annual %mean annual /orllêân annUal

14. Naramata Ck. 2q reqressron %mean annual %mean annual % mean annual
15. Bellevue Ck. 95 reoorted naturalize naturalize naturalize
16. Thomoson Bk.
17. M¡ss¡on Ck. 916 reported %mean annual Obedkoff (1990) Obedkoff (1990)

18. Kelowna Ck. 261 reoorted %mean annual Obedkoff (1990) Obedkoff (1990)

19. Vernon Ck. 748 reported
reoorted

%mean annual Obedkoff I 1 990ì Obedkoff (1990)

20. - BX Ck. 126 %omean annUal %mean annual Tomean annual
21. Deep Ck 242 repoded naturalize naturalize natural¡ze
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Table A2: Natural Flow Characteristics in the Okanagan Watershed

1. From Coulson and Obedkoff (1998).
2. Average of reported annual flows or instantaneous maxima over the 1961 to 1995 period.
3. Expressed as a percentage of the mean annual flow.

Stream Name Gauge #
Watershed

Area
Median

Elevation

tvtean

Annual

Flow 2

tvtean

Annual

t-tooo -

% Monthly Flow 3 7-Day Low Flows

January Auqust Seotember Summer Winter
Bellevue Ck 08NM035 74.5 1540.0 039 5.50 64 16.1 12.6 0.031 0.018

BX CK 08NM020 55.9 1 130.0 030 2.63 16 0 34.5 243 0.034 0.021
Camo Ck 08NM 1 34 JO.C 1450.0 016 141 29.2 45.4 35.4 0.045 0.032
Clark Ck 08NM146 162 1360.0 008 099 74 27.5 19.0 0.004 0.002

Coldstream 08NM142 594 1120.0 026 219 216 415 32.2 0.055 0.033
Daves Ck 08NM'137 334 1290.0 012 1.16 16.1 30 1 405 0.015 0.008
Ewer Ck 08NM'176 491 1470.0 0.37 3.52 15.0 32.3 26.3 0.060 0.037

Greata Ck 08NM173 423 1280.0 0.09 0.70 30.1 512 37.2 0.023 0.016
Lamblv Ck 08NM165 75.3 1390.0 0.57 611 164 332 269 0.115 0.057
Pearson Ck 08NM172 74.6 1560.0 0.97 898 13 s 43.1 466 0.'179 0.086
Shatford Ck 08NM037 96.9 1530.0 0.39 4.48 154 37.9 23.3 0.059 0.038
Terrace Ck 08NM 1 38 348 1490.0 0.28 3.35 10 0 21.8 21.4 0.0'11 0.008

Testalinden Ck 08NM'164 13 0 1270.0 003 0.22 283 546 37.9 0.008 0.006
Traooino Ck 08NN01 I 144.0 1350.0 149 14.47 134 25.7 23.1 0.148 0.105
Vaseaux Ck 08NM171 116.0 1680.0 094 11.78 134 339 24.7 0.121 0.081

Whiteman Ck 08NM174 109.0 1450.0 0.64 716 142 260 207 0.077 0.050
AVERAGE 644 1397.5 044 4.67 16 6 347 28.2 0.062 0.037

STANDARD DEVIATION 37.2 154.3 040 4.16 72 10.5 9'l 0.053 0.031
COEFFICIENT O F VARIANCE 57.8% 11.0% 90.4o/o 892% 43.2% 30.4% 32.3% 86.4% 83.5%



Table A3: Estimates of Mean Annual Runoff from Tributaries to
Okanagan Lake

1. Watershed areas from watershed atlas; median elevations from 1:50,000 NTS maps.

2. Runoff estimate from regional equations in Letvak (1980a & b).

3. Hydrologic subzone and runoff estimates from maps and regional curves in Obedkoff (1998).

4. From Letvak ( 1983a), Letvak (1984), or Letvak (1989).

5. Reported mean ai'nual flow at a gauge near the mouth, adjusted to the 1 960 to 1 995 period. Adjusted to the

mouth of the stream if required and licensed demand added. Some estimates uncertain.

Study Basin

Watershed

Area 1

(km')

Median Basin

Elevation I

(m)

Mean Annual Runoff Estimates
Adopte<
Runoff

Kegronar

Equations
lmml

Subzone'
rtË9tuilar

Analysis :

(mm)

rrevtous
^ .4
Kepons

(mm)

t\arutailzeu

Runoff 5

lmm)

fributaries draininq from the West
Trout Creek 759 1370 59 100 82 10 110

Prairie Vallev Creek 27 650 unreliable b 20 ¿v

Eneas Creek 90 840 unreliable 30 60

Peachland Creek 149 1230 79 o 80 129 120

Treoanier Creek 257 1 300 144 h on 144 140

Powers Creek 145 b 180 207 200

McDouoall Creek 53 1210 OU o 70 70

Lamblv Creek z+z 1 300 180 110 240 230

Shorls Creek 185 1 430 223 170 172 170

Whiteman Creek 212 1400 121 150 197 190

Naswhito Creek 88 1280 unreliable 110 110

Equesis Creek 200 102 115 110

Tributaries draininq from the East
Penticton Creek 184 1620 182 o 180 z.to 230

Naramata Creek 30 1 380 60 o 100 100

Bellevue Creek Yó 1 480 125 o 120 149 140

Thomoson Brook
Mission Creek 845 178 JUO 300

Kelowna Creek zot 1 060 unreliable e 70 138 140

Vernon Creek 618 920 46 110 149 140

-BX Creek 13'l 860 65 100 168 160

Deep Creek 245 560 unrelraÞle 50 68 70
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